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Kurzzusammenfassung

Um mehr Performanz zu erreichen, stoßen Prozessorhersteller mittlerweile an
die Grenze, wo erreichbare Prozessorfrequenzen durch die Leistungsaufnahme
limitiert sind. Aus diesem Grund findet ein Wechsel hin zur Mehrkernsys-
temen statt. Dieser Trend führt zu Mehrkern-CPUs und Vielkern-GPUs für
verschiedene Anwendungsszenarien. Diese Hardware-Evolution ermöglicht
Plattformen, die sowohl mit CPUs als auch mit GPUs ausgestattet sind, soge-
nannte heterogene CPU-GPU-Systeme. Im Softwarebereich ist die Ausnutzung
von Mehrkern-CPUs zur Performanzerhöhung von Programmen weitreichend
erforscht. Zusätzlich existiert eine Vielzahl von Programmen, die GPUs aus-
nutzen, von Grafik- bis zu Allzweckanwendungen. Eine wichtige und heraus-
fordernde Fragestellung ist es, wie man solche CPU-GPU-Plattformen effizient
nutzt, um den Systemdurchsatz zu maximieren. Zum einen weisen CPUs
und GPUs unterschiedliche Performanzcharakteristiken auf, so dass die opti-
male Arbeitsverteilung von Anwendung zu Anwendung variiert. Für die dy-
namische Abbildung von Anwendungen auf CPUs und GPUs ist es notwendig,
Lastverteilung und Ausführungseffizienz auf beiden Prozessortypen zu berück-
sichtigen. Zum anderen erfordert der diskrete Speicherraum auf jedem Prozes-
sor, dass Programmierer den Speicher manuell verwalten, was die Produk-
tivität einschränkt und händische Optimierungen bedingt. Das Datenfluss-
Programmiermodell ist geeignet, um diese Probleme zu adressieren. Dieses
Modell erlaubt es Programmierern, Aufgabendefinitionen und Datenabhängig-
keiten zwischen Aufgaben auszudrücken, ohne explizit die Komplexität der
darunterliegenden Hardware-Komponenten berücksichtigen zu müssen.

In dieser Arbeit stelle ich die Abbildung von Datenflussmodellen auf het-
erogene CPU-GPU-Systeme vor, in denen beide Hardwareeinheiten diskrete
Speicherräume haben. Insbesondere definiere ich eine Datenfluss-Schnittstelle,
die sich für ein statisches Datenflussmodell eignet, das heißt ein Modell, dessen
Struktur zur Laufzeit nicht verändert werden kann. Basierend auf diesem
statischen Modell implementiere ich eine Graph-partitionierende Ablaufpla-
nungsstrategie, die Arbeit auf CPUs und GPUs verteilt, und vergleiche diese
Strategie mit anderen Ansätzen. Zusätzlich implementiere ich eine Speicher-
verwaltungsbibliothek, um die Datenflussmodelle auf CPU-GPU-Systemen
zu unterstützen. Zuletzt evaluiere ich den Ansatz und demonstriere mittels
mehrerer Benchmarks die Effektivität und Effizienz des Systems.
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Abstract

Since processor designers are hitting the power wall for performance growth,
processor designs are switching to increasing core counts, rather than boosting
single-core frequency. This trend leads to multi-core CPUs and many-core
GPUs for different application usages. This hardware evolution gives rise to
platforms that are equipped with both CPUs and GPUs, namely heterogeneous
CPU-GPU systems. In the software domain, exploiting multi-core CPUs to
improve program performance has been extensively explored. In addition, a
great number of programs, ranging from graphics to general-purpose applica-
tions, have exploited GPU devices. An important and challenging question is
how to make efficient use of such CPU-GPU platforms in order to maximize
system throughput. Firstly, CPUs and GPUs exhibit different performance
characteristics in that the optimal workload distribution varies from applica-
tion to application. For dynamically mapping applications to CPUs and GPUs,
it is necessary to consider load balancing and program-execution efficiency
on both processor types. Secondly, the discrete memory space on each pro-
cessor requires programmers to manage memory manually, which hinders
programming productivity and requires manual optimization.

The data-flow programming model is suitable for addressing these two
problems. This model allows programmers to express task definitions and
data dependencies between tasks without having to explicitly consider the
complexities of the underlying hardware.

In this work, I propose and evaluate the mapping of data-flow models to
heterogeneous CPU-GPU systems in which both hardware units have discrete
memory spaces. In particular, I define a data-flow interface that supports a
static data-flow model, whose structure cannot be changed at runtime. Based
on this static model, I implement a graph-partition scheduling policy to map
workload to CPUs and GPUs, and compare this policy to other approaches.
Furthermore, I implement a memory-management library designed to facilitate
data-flow models on CPU-GPU systems. Finally, I evaluate the approach and
demonstrate via several benchmarks that the proposed system is both effective
and efficient.
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1
Introduction

The last decade has witnessed the evolution of graphics processing unit (GPUs)
from dedicated graphic application processors to powerful generous purpose
computing processors, which has attracted interests from the high performance
computing (HPC) community. In the Top500 list, more and more supercomput-
ers employ GPUs in order to boost the peak system performance [HPC14]. The
main reason for GPUs’ blossom is that GPUs provide high computing perfor-
mance in terms of energy and cost efficiency [HP11], which suffices for green
computing. Furthermore, this trend seems unstoppable in the foreseeable
future. Figure 1.1 shows that the ascending slope of this computing power
rises steeper than of CPUs, which indicates GPUs can be a promising solution
towards continuously pursuing high peak performance.

With the fast growth of computing powerhouse, nowadays GPUs have been
widely deployed ranging from HPC systems to desktop users. In reality, GPUs
have been considered more and more common as a ubiquitous processors.
Meanwhile, in academic realm, a large number of research work have been
conducted in various application, mainly focusing on using GPUs computing
power to achieve substantial speedup, such as in scientific climate applications,
software routers, medical image processing, deep learning, and so forth.
Previous work shows that between 10x to 1000x speedup over multi-core
CPUs can be achieved on this new processors.

GPU solution, however, is never a free lunch either. On the one hand, the
legacy CPU code can not be directly run on GPUs. Same as porting program
from single-core to multi-core CPUs, programmers need to learn GPU program-
ming languages such as CUDA and OpenCL. Further, they are required to take
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Figure 1.1: Performance comparison of CPUs and GPUs
[Nvi15]

efforts into the design of algorithms that rely on the GPU parallelizing model,
involving a fundamental understanding of this new complex architecture. On
the other hand, simply rewriting code for GPUs sits far from the theoretical
performance the hardware provides. Programmers are required to tune and
optimize their programs to achieve high performance. As a matter of fact,
this tuning work often takes much more time than simply implementing GPU
programs, since deep understanding on both hardware and applications is
needed to maximize performance.

GPUs have a different design goal compared to CPUs. Specifically, CPUs
spend rather amount of transistors on non-computational units, such as cache,
in order to lower serial program execution latency, whereas GPUs spend most
hardware resources to increase the number of computation units, in order to
achieve high system throughput. These different design paths indicate that
CPUs can not be replaced by GPUs in the near future due to their varying
functionalities. As a matter of fact, systems equipping both CPUs and GPUs
are common platforms from HPC to desktop users. The systems with these
different processors are referred to as heterogeneous systems. Therefore,
efficient coordination of both CPUs and GPUs, instead of only maximizing
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1.1 Problem Statement and Contributions of this Thesis

performance on one processor, becomes more important to achieve high system
throughput.

For example, in traditional GPU programming, programmers consider GPUs
as coprocessors. The computation tasks, which can benefit from the large-scale
data parallel model, are offloaded on GPU to accelerate their execution. This
imperative GPU programming involves explicit both task dispatching and data
movement, which provides low portability to different hardware platforms,
such as varying number of GPUs in one system. Furthermore, taking advantage
of system resources efficiently, i.e. different processors, is a challenge due to
their different design goals, which can lead to low usage of system resources.

1.1 Problem Statement and Contributions of this Thesis

To meet the challenges shown above, the object of this work contains pro-
gramming productivity and performance improvement on CPU-GPU platforms.
Particularly, this work concentrates on answering the following questions:

Question 1: Can the data-flow model eases CPU-GPU programming and
improve the productivity? and/or to what degree?

The Data-flow model was first proposed in 1970s, motivated by building mas-
sive parallelism computers, as it is difficult to achieve this goal via traditional
"von Neumann" model. The data-flow model offers a simple, yet powerful
interface for parallelism, whereby a task can be composed of computation
nodes combined with directed arcs for data dependences between nodes. This
model enables parallel node execution as soon as their depending data become
available, and meanwhile a number of data flows through computation nodes
along arcs.

Compared with conventional GPU programming, the data-flow model avoids
to implement each execution steps, rather allows programmers to express
dependencies between tasks without considering task scheduling and data
movement, which lightens the burden of development. The problem is that
which kind of applications can benefit from data-flow model, and how much
productivity can be achieved. To this end, both implementations via conven-
tional approaches and via data-flow approaches are measured in productivity
improvement.

Question 2: If an application can use the data-flow to improve productivity, is
the data-flow model able to efficiently exploit system resources to improve
throughput?

As the data-flow model interface does not define scheduling the prepared
computation nodes, the data-flow runtime has to take responsibility of node
execution, taking into account system resource usage and system throughput.

3



Chapter 1 Introduction

With conventional GPU programming, programmers regulate which work-
load to run on GPUs and which to run on CPUs, likely leading to the case of
either CPU idle or GPU idle. The data-flow is able to dispatch tasks dynamically
to both processors. However, higher performance is not guaranteed by using
both processors in a greedy method. This is because a computation node
may execute on one processor more efficiently than on the other. Therefore,
data-flow runtime needs the execution efficiency information to schedule tasks
appropriately.

Apart from using system resources efficiently, the scheduling decisions can
be further affected by data dependencies between nodes, since required data
should be placed in the processor before launching the corresponding node
execution. Given the fact that CPUs and GPUs both hold their own main
memory connected via a system bus, i.e., Peripheral Component Interconnect
Express (PCIe), placing the data on the processor where the data did not
resides before would incur overhead. This overhead limited by PCIe speed can
be a bottleneck for a number of applications. Thus, the scheduler designer
should build a policy concerning this data placement overhead to improve
system throughput.

To implement an efficient data-flow runtime, I first measure different appli-
cations with a number of traditional scheduling policies, to analyze the perfor-
mance impact of resource usage and data transfer. Based on this knowledge, I
design and implement a data-flow runtime, taking both transfer overhead and
processor efficiencies into account. Finally, I compare the proposed scheduler
with other scheduler using varying benchmarks.

Question 3: Since performance tunning on CPU-GPU systems commonly
requires siginificant effort, is it possible to alleviate this effort from
programmers by using data-flow model?

Optimizing GPU performance typically requires the application developers to
have a fundamental understanding about the hardware, which is tedious and
error-prone. This work focuses on how much effort can be conducted with the
data-flow model automatically, or partially if necessary.

The typical computation nodes in a data-flow model are CPU or GPU rou-
tines that process a large size of data such as an array. Once a computation
node has been determined where to execute, its dependent data can be started
for transferring to the processor. As such, this data transfer and node exe-
cution can be overlapped between different nodes when multiple nodes are
available. Fortunately, the modern GPUs provide computation engines and
transfer engines to support concurrent task execution and data transfer be-
tween processors. Data-flow runtime can potentially exploit this technique
without changing programs expressed via the data-flow interface.

Meanwhile, various memory types on GPU are used to optimize GPU task
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performance for achieving a reduced memory access latency and a improved
effective memory bandwidth. These memories are commonly used when
implementing a GPU task, where this task has special memory access pattern.
To give the data-flow model the opportunities of optimization on such special
memory, a finer granularity for computation nodes is required, as such memory
is not available between GPU tasks. With a finer node interface, the data-
flow runtime can acquire this kind of optimization potential. Furthermore,
the memory access pattern knowledge is difficult to obtain by the data-flow
runtime, indicating programmers are required to provide this information.

I exploit different image processing applications as case studies. First, I will
measure their performance to find bottlenecks and will classify the optimizing
opportunities. Further, rather than manual optimizing, I design and implement
a data-flow library, which provides different data-flow node granularities for
automatically optimization via hardware features. Finally, the generality and
the limitations of this methods are discussed.

1.2 Structure of this Thesis

This thesis focuses on mapping a data-flow model to heterogeneous CPU-GPU
systems. The rest of thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the
background, which includes GPU technology state-of-the-art, data-flow model
and mapping challenges. Chapter 3 presents system design covering API design
and system structure. Chapter 4 details system implementation, including
scheduling policy, data management and optimization. Chapter 5 evaluates
and discusses system performance with benchmarks. Chapter 6 concludes the
thesis.

1.3 Related Publications

The ideas and results presented in this dissertation have been partly published:

[WLS15] Hao Wu, Daniel Lohmann, and Wolfgang Schröder-Preikschat. “A Graph-
Partition-Based Scheduling Policy for Heterogeneous Architectures”. In:
DATE Friday Workshop on Heterogeneous Architectures and Design Methods
for Embedded Image Systems (HIS 2015) (2015).

[Wu+16] Hao Wu, Martin Berger, Andreas Maier, and Daniel Lohmann. “A Mem-
ory Management Library for CT-Reconstruction on GPUs”. In: Bildverar-
beitung für die Medizin 2016. Springer, 2016, pages 206–211.

I am the leading author and major contributor to the design and implemen-
tation of the system [Wu+16; WLS15].
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2
Background and State of the Art

As is known from the introduction section, GPUs play a crucial role in the
current tendency of pursuing performance. In this chapter, I introduce the
GPU basics covering system hardware and GPU programming. Besides, the
problems of programming such systems is discussed. Moreover, I explain in
detail the data-flow model including its history and classification and model
comparison. Finally, I give the state of the art in mapping data-flow model on
CPU-GPU systems.

2.1 GPU Basics

GPUs were initially designed to accelerate graphics applications rendering,
mainly for three-dimensional (3D) graphics, which consist of a fixed pipeline
that each stage processes a large amount of pixels in parallel. Due to the
performance demand of graphics applications, GPUs provide high throughput
by implementing a number of fixed-function processing units with significant
parallelism. To exploit this device for other applications, algorithms have to
be mapped to the graphics API. Since then, GPUs have evolved by relaxing the
fixed-function pipeline, which improves programming capability and allows
general purpose applications to exploit its high throughput. Thus, the term
GPGPU has been used to express general purpose computing on the graphics
processing unit. As this work is not relevant to graphics applications, I use
GPUs and GPGPUs interchangeably by default.

On the road of GPU evolution, NVIDIA developed a C-like parallel program-
ming interface for general purpose processing on GPUs. This interface, named
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Core Core

Core Core

CPU GPU

Main Memory GPU Memory

PCI express

Figure 2.1: System overview of CPU-GPU architecture

CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) [Kir+07], makes programming
GPUs more accessible than previous graphics interface. An alternative interface
is OpenCL [SGS10], which is supported by several companies and provides a
vendor-independent parallel computing platform. These two GPU interfaces
do not have fundamental differences, where one implementation can be easily
ported to the other. Hence, I use CUDA terminology to describe GPU concepts
throughout the work.

In this section, I will first introduce the CPU-GPU system and describe the
GPU hardware. Based on this knowledge, the GPU programming basics and an
example are given. Then I will discuss this the drawbacks of this programming
interface.

2.1.1 CPU-GPU Systems

Figure 2.1 shows the overview of CPU-GPU systems. The key point in this
figure demonstrates that both CPUs and GPUs have their own physical memory
separately, and the two processors are connected via PCI express bus [MK03].
With that in mind, conventional GPU programming, e.g., CUDA, requires
programmers to explicitly express data transfer calls, which is tedious and
error-prone [GH11]. Once this function is called, the GPU driver initiates the
DMA engine that is responsible for actual data transfer. However, this transfer
operation is limited by PCIe speed, which is normally 8 ~16 GiB/sec, and,
thus, much lower than GPUs’ main memory bandwidth, which is typically
above 200 GiB/sec.

With this architecture in mind, GPU programming by directly using a GPU
language, such as CUDA or OpenCL, cannot provide the programming produc-

8



2.1 GPU Basics

tivity and high performance at the same time. For example, CUDA requires
programmers to consider the GPU as an acceleration device to which the
computation-intensive tasks are offloaded from the CPU. This process typically
involves several operations, including uploading input data, launching compu-
tation tasks, and moving results back. These programmer-managed operations
make GPU programming tedious when the applications compose of a number
of dependent GPU tasks. Furthermore, as each task involves data transfers,
redundant copies can incur overhead when reusing modules. For example, a
pipeline program composed of N task nodes, each of which is a GPU task with
one input and output. Ideally, the number of data movement in this program
is 2, one for input of the first task and one for output of the last task. However,
in case each task has been wrapped for modularity, the redundant memory
copy between the CPU and the GPU in this program would amount to N-1. In
this setting, data-flow programming mode has increasingly provoked interests
for heterogeneous computing platform [Ros+11; Aug+11].

Although hardware vendors provide methods, such as streams [Nvi15]
provided by CUDA, to alleviate this architecture bottleneck, low-level hardware
knowledge is required to achieve high performance [GH11]. As the PCIe can
be the bottleneck of system throughput, modern GPUs support executing data
transfer and computations concurrently. As a typical GPU task involves the
following several steps: transferring data from the CPU to the GPU, launching
a kernel, and transferring the results back, different GPU tasks are able to
execute data transfer and computations concurrently, if these tasks have not
any dependencies. To ease programming this feature, CUDA has proposed a
concept named stream [Nvi15], a command queue containing copying and
launching. Both commands are asynchronized, and each stream guarantees
its own commands to be executed in order but not from other streams. In fact,
the GPU driver loops over all streams in some policy (e.g., round robin), and
pops commands from different streams to execute when either copy engine or
compute engine is available. With concurrent streams, programmers simply
create each stream for each task and insert copy and execute commands to the
steam, without controlling when to let which task use either engine. Ideally,
the GPU drive overlaps all data movement and kernel execution, except for
the first input load and the last result download.

Based on the above discussion, using traditional imperative programming
on such systems lowers productivity, hinders performance optimization, and
raises the barrier of programming heterogeneous CPU-GPU systems.

2.1.2 GPU Hardware

Figure 2.2 shows a GPU hardware, which includes a number of streaming
multiprocessor (SM) components and an off-chip global memory. The SM is a
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SM

Shared memory/L1 cache

Read-‐only data cache

Texture cache

Register file

GPU

SM
...

SM

GPU memory

L2 cache

Figure 2.2: GPU hardware architecture

single instruction multiple data (SIMD) [Fly66] processing unit that holds a
number of GPU cores, which is 192 on the Nvidia Kepler architecture [Nvi12].
One SM can execute a group of threads, which is called thread block (TB)
[Nvi15], defined by the programmer. Unlike multi-threading on CPUs where
the operating system takes the responsibility of scheduling threads on CPU
cores, the GPU thread groups are scheduled on SMs by the GPU hardware and
driver, while each SM executes threads in SIMD manner. In principle, the SM is
designed to execute a TB independently, which indicates that communication
between SMs should be minimized or avoided. Thus, programming does not
require to know the number of SMs, and the TBs of the workload can be
executed as long as there are SMs available. Once the SM specification is fixed
in one GPU architecture, GPU vendors can improve GPU parallelism by raising
the SM number on GPU chips.

As the left part of Figure 2.2 shows, a GPU contains a number of varying
memory types. Each of these memory types has different features, enabling
programmers to improve performance by using them appropriately. For ex-
ample, each SM contains own SRAM, which can be configured as on-chip
scratchpad memory [Ban+02], which is called shared memory in CUDA for
being shared by threads within one TB. Unlike CPU cache not available for
programmers, this type of memory gives GPU programmers opportunities to
load frequent used data, in order to optimize performance.
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2.1.3 GPU Programming Model

Compared to a modern multi-core CPU providing programmers with task-level
parallelism, such as multi-threading, and data-level parallelism, such as SIMD
instructions, a many-core GPU provides massive parallelism, which offers
typically hundreds or thousands of cores with tens of thousands of threads.
This large scale parallelism requires a different programming model than that
of CPUs [Buc+04], in dividing tasks into sub-task and organizing them.

Although the CPU core and the GPU core are basic processing elements on
each chip, they are different due to their design goals. The CPU core is more
versatile to handle a wide range of applications than the GPU core. To improve
the single task latency, the CPU core employs out-of-order execution and
branch prediction. In comparison, the GPU focuses on maximizing throughput
by allowing massive simple cores execute in parallel. To hide the latency, the
GPU launches more light-weight threads than the core count, and switches the
threads running on cores in a time shared manner.

Due to these distinctions with CPU, GPU programming typically involves
two fundamental aspects. First, GPU program designers need to convert a
heavy-load serial algorithm into a GPU task composed of a large mount of
parallel tiny tasks suitable for GPU execution. Second, as GPUs are designed
as an accelerator controlled by CPUs, it should be carefully considered how to
interact with the CPU, which can affect GPU and CPU usage efficiency.

Converting a serial algorithm to massive parallel sub-tasks is the first step
in GPU programming, otherwise the algorithm cannot take advantage of
computation resources on GPUs. A GPU task, i.e., a GPU kernel [Nvi15],
typically consists of hundreds or thousands of parallel sub-tasks, called a
GPU thread. In order to organize these large amount of threads, GPUs use a
hierarchic model, where each abstraction unit provides different granularity.
The most fine unit is the GPU thread that executes a sub-task. A higher unit
is a group of threads, called a warp consisting of 32 threads defined by most
GPUs. The threads in a warp are executed in lock-step, and the warp is the
smallest scheduling unit on the GPU. The warp concept is not required for
implementing the GPU kernel, but is relative to kernel performance.

The warps are grouped into thread blocks (TBs). A thread block, which
commonly contains hundreds of threads, is scheduled into a SM by the GPU
driver. Note that a TB cannot be scheduled across different SMs, but one SM
can hold multiple TBs if there are enough resources available on that SM,
which is called resource left-over policy [PTG13]. The TBs are further grouped
as a grid, which is the largest unit representing a GPU kernel. A GPU kernel
only has one grid.

The programmers need to map a task to this hierarchic thread model. In
particular, the number of threads in a TB and the number of TBs in a grid
should be specified during launching a GPU kernel. Setting the TB size is a
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litter tricky, as it requires consideration on available hardware resources in one
SM and how the GPU driver schedules these TBs. If the TB size is too small, the
number of TBs will increase, leading to a high overhead of scheduling these
TBs. If the TB size is too large, the TB scheduler may not schedule enough
TBs on one SM, because the left resources may not satisfy another TB demand.
Although there is not an optimal TB size to achieve highest performance, the
suggested TB size ranges from 128 to 1024 with a 128 step. Once the TB size
is set, the grid size can be acquired by dividing total workload size by TB size.

Only mapping an algorithm to the GPU thread model does not necessarily
offer high performance. There are a number of aspects which can largely
affect performance. First, a warp is a scheduling unit on one SM, within
which threads execute in lock-step. In the case of branching taking place, the
warp execution would go through each branch for one after another. In the
worst case, each thread within the same warp has its own execution path,
leading to 32 times slow down compared to a non-divergent warp. Thus,
thread divergences should be avoided within a warp, whereas divergences
between different warps does not hurt performance. Second, the threads
in a warp are also relevant to memory access (loads and stores). As GPU
memory access is executed in a transaction manner, which serves a warp for
one time. An ideal memory access from a warp should access the consecutive
locations that can be processed in one transaction. In the worst case, the
threads within a warp access memory locations that can be processed in 32
transactions, leading to a low memory bandwidth efficiency. Third, apart from
GPU global memory, there are varying memory types on GPU with different
features. If the program’s memory access can satisfy some pattern, using
them can improve performance. Texture memory is a hardware read-only
cache for specific spatial locality. Unlike the CPU cache for one-dimensional
spatial locality, the texture cache takes advantage of two or three dimensional
spatial locality to reduce memory traffic, which is common in graphics and
image applications. Also, the texture memory provides sampling functions in
hardware, which reduces computation workload when this function is needed.
Another common notable memory is on-chip SRAM, namely shared memory in
CUDA, which can be used in the case that a small mount of data is frequently
accessed.

In addition to parallelizing an algorithm to the GPU kernel, interacting with
the CPU is important since all the GPU commands are managed by the CPU.
A typical GPU program involves in several operations that include memory
allocation, memory transfer, kernel launch. By default, the memory allocation
and memory transfer are synchronous such that the callee will not return until
the operations finish, whereas the kernel launch call is asynchronous, thus the
callee returns immediately. As the kernel launch is asynchronous, the CPU
can execute other independent tasks after launching a kernel, while the CPU
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cannot continue if depending on GPU results. By defalt GPU commands are
also executed in order, which means kernels cannot start before data transfer
finishes. Particularly, if several kernels are launched consecutively, they will be
executed in order and there is only one kernel in running state at any time.

Apart from commands executing in-order by default, one technique, called
streams, can be used to make the interaction between CPUs and GPUs more
efficient. A stream is a command queue that guarantees commands within
this stream executing in-order, but commands from different streams can be
executed out-of-order concurrently when resources are available. One main
advantage of this feature is to allow that data transfers and kernel executions
can run concurrently if multiple streams are available. By using this advantage,
if a GPU task can be divided into sub-tasks, the data transfer overhead can
be reduced even when dependencies between sub-tasks still exist. Due to the
overhead caused by more kernel launch and data transfer, however, the benefit
from dividing tasks should afford this increased overhead. It should be noted
that only two operations, data transfer and kernel launch, can be combined
with streams. In particular, the GPU memory allocation and deallocation
cannot be used with streams, indicating that this operation overhead cannot
be removed or overlapped. Furthermore, to overlap the data transfers and
kernel executions, the data on CPU side should be located into pinned memory,
which definitely sits in physical memory, instead of normal swappable memory.
Because asynchronous data transfer requires the GPU DMA that can only
access the pinned memory.

Although the commands from different streams are executed out-of-order,
it is possible to synchronize commands across streams by using events. By
inserting events into streams, a command can wait for another event from a
different stream that guarantees previous commands in the same stream have
finished.

GPUs have their own terminology, which is different from CPUs. First I
present the definition in Table 2.1. Apart from the GPU terms listed, I use
the term task referring to a program, the jobs are used to express sub-tasks.
As GPUs contains various memory types, I use GPU memory referring to the
DRAM within GPUs.

2.1.4 Comparison of CPU and GPU programming

To show a GPU programming example, a vector operation SAXPY (single-
precision A · X plus Y), is given in a serial CPU version in Listing 2.1 and a
parallel GPU version in Listing 2.2 respectively. SAXPY is a basic routine from
the BLAS (Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms) library [Law+79], which is a
collection of routines that provide standard building blocks for performing
basic vector and matrix operations. The BLAS library contains efficient and
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More descrip-
tive name

Closet old term out-
side of GPUs

CUDA term Description

Vectorizable
loop

Vectorizable loop Grid A vectorizable loop, executed on the
GPU, made up of one or more Thread
Blocks (bodies of vectorized loop) that
can execute in parallel

Multithreaded
SIMD Proces-
sor

(Multithreaded) Vec-
tor Processor

Streaming Multiprocessor A Multithreaded SIMD Processor exe-
cutes threads of SIMD instructions, in-
dependent of other SIMD Processors.

GPU Memory Main Memory Global Memory DRAM memory accessible by all multi-
threaded SIMD Processors in a GPU.

Local Memory Local Memory
(Scratchpad)

Shared Memory Fast local SRAM for one multithreaded
SIMD Processor, unavailable to other
SIMD Processors.

Sequence of
SIMD Lane
Operations

One iteration of a
Scalar Loop

CUDA Thread A vertical cut of a thread of SIMD in-
structions corresponding to one element
executed by one SIMD Lane.

Computation
Task

Computation Task Kernel A function executed many times in par-
allel by an array of GPU threads.

Table 2.1: GPU terminology used in this work [HP11].

high quality linear algebra implementations that are optimized for varying
platforms, allowing programmers to concentrate on their specific problems
and avoid re-implementing well-known algorithms. The SAXPY routine adds a
scalar multiple of a single precision vector to another single precision vector,
and the result overwrites the initial values of vector y. Unlike the library imple-
mentation that takes advantage of hardware resources, such as multi-threading
and SIMD instructions, the CPU version from Listing 2.1 only expresses the
basic function without optimization in order to give the clarity.

1 // SAXPY in C
2 void saxpy(int n, float a, float *x, float *y)
3 {
4 for (int i = 0; i < n; ++i) {
5 y[i] = a * x[i] + y[i];
6 }
7 }
8
9 int main()

10 {
11 // Malloc and initialize vector x and vector y
12 ...
13
14 // Invoke SAXPY
15 saxpy(n, 2.0, x, y);
16 ...
17 }

Listing 2.1: SAXPY implementation in C
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1 // SAXPY kernel in CUDA
2 __global__
3 void saxpy(int n, float a, float *x, float *y)
4 {
5 int i = blockIdx.x * blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;
6 if (i < n)
7 y[i] = a * x[i] + y[i];
8 }
9

10 int main()
11 {
12 // Malloc and initialize vector x and vector y on the CPU
13 ...
14
15 // Malloc vector x and vector y on the GPU
16 cudaMalloc((float**)dev_x, sizeof(float) * n);
17 cudaMalloc((float**)dev_y, sizeof(float) * n);
18
19 // Transfer the vector x and vector y from CPU to GPU.
20 cudaMemcpy(dev_x, x, sizeof(float) * n, cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);
21 cudaMemcpy(dev_y, y, sizeof(float) * n, cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);
22
23 // Invoke SAXPY with 256 threads per Thread Block
24 int nblocks = (n + 255) / 256;
25 saxpy<<<nblocks, 256>>>(n, 2.0, dev_x, dev_y);
26
27 // Transfer the result from GPU to CPU.
28 cudaMemcpy(y, dev_y, sizeof(float) * n, cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost);
29
30 ...
31 }

Listing 2.2: SAXPY implementation in CUDA

The saxpy function from Listing 2.1 includes a for loop, which is the
crucial computation of this program. In contrast, the GPU version parallelizes
this loop into threads that execute each iteration of the original loop. As
there is no dependency between iterations, GPU threads can be executed in
parallel. In Listing 2.2, the line from 2 to 8 defines the SAXPY kernel, in
which each thread executes the same path. More specifically, line 5 calculates
the global thread index (i) based on the TB index (blockIdx.x), TB size
(blockDim.x) and local thread index (threadIdx.x) in a TB. Note that the
number of GPU threads not necessarily equals to the workload number, i.e., the
vector length in this case. Thus, the thread should check on its own whether it
inside or outside of workload, so that only the threads in the effective range
conduct computation.

In the main function, after allocating and initializing the vectors, the CPU
allocates corresponding memory on the GPU and transfers the initialized data
to the GPU for processing. Then, the GPU kernel is launched with the normal
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function parameters and the threads dimension arguments within the angle
brackets, where the first parameter nblocks denotes the TB number and
the second represents the TB size 256. As the threads should cover the total
workload, the TB number should be rounded up. Finally, the result vector is
transfered back to the CPU.

According to the mentioned GPU threads hierarchy, this GPU kernel consists
of a number of warps. The threads within the same warp have the same
execution path, except the last warp that a branch can take place if the threads
number does not match the workload size. Moreover, the threads within
the same warp access the data in consecutive manner, which maximizes the
memory bandwidth efficiency. Due to the low compute intensity on the dataset,
however, SAXPY’s performance are still bandwidth bound, indicating increased
bandwidth would make benefit [Lee+10].

2.2 Data-flow Programming Model

In this section, I present the data-flow origin, comparison of data-flow on
hardware and software realms, and classification of data-flow model. In
addition, the reason for the data-flow model used in this work is discussed.

2.2.1 Data-flow origin

The data-flow model was initially proposed in 1970s [DM75; Wen75], in order
to build massive parallelism computer[JHM04]. To conquer the bottlenecks
of von Neumann hardware, researchers use data-flow notions to express a
program in terms of a directed graph composed of instruction nodes connected
with directed arcs. Regarding program execution, the instruction nodes can
execute as soon as the dependent data are available. This execution process
draws the picture that data flows between nodes along arcs.

Traditional imperative programming let programmers decide when and how
to execute instructions, while data-flow allows programmers to only define
data dependencies between instructions. The instructions are scheduled (fired)
by the underlying data-flow architecture [DM75; Wen75]. In principle, all
the ready instructions can be fired concurrently to execute on processing
units (PEs), if the system contains enough PEs. Apart from explorations in
architecture providing parallel executions, researchers have been investigating
programming languages compiling conventional imperative languages to the
data-flow hardware.

The most crucial benefit of the data-flow model is that this model provides
two kinds of parallelism [AC86]. First, the nodes can be executed in parallel,
if the required data is available. Particularly, in the model that arcs only can
hold one token at maximum, the nodes without data dependencies can be
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fired concurrently. In the model that arcs can hold more than one token, the
nodes with data dependencies can also be fired concurrently if fire rules are
satisfied. The second parallelism comes from different waves of the graph.
Once the dependent data is available, the nodes can be fired even from the
same node. To exploit this parallelism, the mechanism to distinguish nodes
from different waves is necessary.

2.2.2 Data-flow model classifications

Based on features the data-flow model provides, there are static and dynamic
data-flow models [Car14]. The static data-flow model does not allow to
change the data-flow structure at run-time, whereas the dynamic data-flow
allows to change the data-flow node definition or the arc directions at run-time.
Although the dynamic provides the ability of self modification that can be
used to support more powerful capability, such as higher-order functions, it
leads to difficulties of implementing program correctly. It should be noted that
static and dynamic terms have different meaning in the hardware architecture
domain. Particularly, the static data-flow architecture [DM75] allows each arc
to hold one data token at most, whereas the dynamic data-flow architecture
[WG79; AN90] allows arcs to hold multiple tokens to support multiple waves
of invocations from the same nodes. As this work focus on the software
domain, these terms are used to represent the data-flow layout behavior at
run-time instead of arc capabilities.

The most important classification of the data-flow model is synchronous
[LM87] and asynchronous [DM75]. The synchronous model pre-calculates
the schedule order and determines the order of nodes execution and nodes
parallelism before run-time. This model fits the applications that their node fire
pattern can be known before run-time, which eliminates the schedule overhead
at run-time. Furthermore, this model is able to, at design time, determine
the maximum number of tokens on an arc during execution, whereby the arc
capacity can be set accordingly to match the maximum demands. In contrast,
the asynchronous model schedules the node execution at run-time. For the
asynchronous model, a node can be fired at any time once its fire rule is
satisfied, which does not affect with other node firing. To support this feature,
the arc capacity should be able to hold multiple tokens, to provide enough
space for tokens produced by multiple nodes in the same arc. This model
gives programmers more flexibility that token fire pattern is not required when
defining the node. The system has to schedule the node fire at run-time, which
incurs extra overhead compared to the synchronous model. The arc capacity
is set by programmers.

The synchronous and asynchronous model can be compounded as hybrid
model [BL92] that synchronous groups are isolated, and the asynchronous en-
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gine connects the synchronous groups by passing data between the individual
synchronous, asynchronous group. In this hybrid model, the static scheduling
within subgraphs and dynamic scheduling with coarse-grained are combined.

The key design in hybrid data-flow model depends on the node granular-
ities, which largely affect the data-flow parallelism and runtime efficiency.
A small granularity can include nodes referring to an instruction, while a
large granularity can refer to the model with nodes representing a subrou-
tine or a process, even a whole application. A number of researchers [LH93;
Ste+95] investigate which data-flow granularity should be used. Although
it has been accepted to exploit a more coarse-grained model, the methods
of raising granularity divides the model into two data-flow types, threaded
data-flow [Bic90] and large-grain data-flow [LH94]. The threaded data-flow
exploits the fact that some part of a data-flow cannot offer good parallelism,
such as one node depending on the output tokens from another node. Thus,
these sequential nodes are grouped together as one fire unit, which eliminates
overhead of scheduling nodes within this group. Similarly, the large-grain
data-flow analyzes the initial fine-grain data-flow to find the sub-graph fitting
the sequential execution. Rather than grouping these nodes at runtime in the
threaded model, these sub-graph are compiled into von Neumann processes,
which are then executed in a multi-threaded environment with the normal
data-flow scheduling policy.

Although the data-flow model provides significant parallelism, researches
on data-flow hardware declined in the late 1980s, due to too fine-grained
operations [JHM04]. In these early data-flow architectures, each node is one
instruction and each arc is one operand, leading to high overhead of instruc-
tion scheduling. However, the data-flow model sill has attracted numerous
researches so far, ranging programming languages to distributed systems, since
this model is not necessarily executed with data-flow hardware.

2.2.3 Data-flow on CPU-GPU systems

A number of researches [Ros+11; Aug+11; Aba+15; Gau+13] have adopted
data-flow as a fundamental programming model on CPU-GPU systems. Some of
them [Ros+11] support static data-flow model, and others [Aug+11; Aba+15;
Gau+13] support dynamic data-flow model. Based on different application
requirements, the static data-model is typically used for image processing
applications, and the dynamic data-flow model is typically used for linear
algebra applications.

Data-flow model in this work In this work, the static data-flow model that does
not allow data-flow structure change at runtime is implemented in software
rather than in hardware. Although this may limit the system usage scenario,
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this feature is able to provide the runtime with stronger guarantee used for
scheduling that is not possible in dynamic data-flow model. In addition, dy-
namically modifying data-flow structure at runtime is rare for image processing
applications.

This work adopts task-level as the data-flow granularity that a node rep-
resents a subroutine, such as a CPU function or a GPU kernel, defined by
programmers. Compared to the instruction level, this granularity does not
require the process of grouping nodes in threaded data-flow, and is large
enough for scheduling efficiency and program expressiveness.

2.3 Scheduling

Scheduling is an important responsibility in traditional operating systems,
which manage system computation resources for various workloads running in
one system [Sta]. For single-core systems, the unit of computation resources is
the processor execution time, and for multi-core systems, the unit of computa-
tion resources also includes multiple processors. Designing a scheduler has to
include one or multiple goals, such as fairness, system throughput, workload
response time, low scheduling overhead, etc. To achieve these goals, possible
factors being considered during scheduling includes workload execution time,
priority, deadline, and the time having been served.

Scheduling workload in a CPU-GPU system efficiently is a challenge, due
to its architecture differences and discrete memory spaces [WLS15]. The
conventional GPU programming requires manual workload offloading, easily
leading to either processor cannot be used efficiently. A number of research
[LHK09; GO11; Che+10] have investigated this problem, by means of static
workload partition if workload information can be known during compiling or
dynamic workload partition during runtime.

One intuitive policy to use the two processors is the greedy scheduling,
whereby workload is dispatched to the process once it becomes idle. However,
this naive policy, using processors as much as possible, likely leads to long
execution time, since a task can take much more longer time on one processor
than another processor. This phenomenal indicates that scheduling policy
should take execution efficiencies into account, to improve system throughput.
This efficiency information can be acquired by predefined performance models
or by online or offline performance measurements.

Mapping workload on CPU and GPU with load balance is a challenge,
since a workload can have different performance characteristics on these
processor. Thus, for different applications, and even for the same application
with different input size, the workload partition can vary [LHK09]. To address
this problem, Qilin [LHK09] proposes an adaptive mapping by exploiting
runtime execution time of workload with a empirical approach. This approach
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consists of two stages, training run and reference run. The training stage
divides the workload into subparts running on the CPU and GPU, in order
to acquire the their execution time used for the performance model that
constructs two linear equations for the CPU and the GPU. In the reference
run, the system uses this performance model to predict the execution time
for computation-to-processor mapping. However, this model assumes that
the system bus does not contribute to the execution time, which may be not
true for applications involving amount of data transfers. In another work
[GO11], the task partitioning takes advantage of static approach to predict
the workload execution time, which eliminates the profiling stage and run-
time overhead of dynamic scheduling. This work extracts a number of code
features from OpenCL program, and feeds them to train a machine learning
performance model. However, this approach only applies to OpenCL programs
and also tolerates some prediction accuracy.

Some work focus on share a GPU in a multi-task environment. Gdev
[Kat+12] virtualizes the GPU as a shared processor for multiple contexts.
In order to provide multi-contexts with fairness, the scheduler considers the
budget of both computation and system bus bandwidth as credits of contexts.
Compared to the credit policy concerning the computation, this method of-
fers more fairness. Due to the lack of GPU interrupt support, however, task
executions still can be delayed by long running task even if it has a low bud-
get. Additionally, this framework is only supported by the Fermi architecture
[Nvi09].

Some work focus on scheduling tasks between SMs within one GPU. As
scheduling TBs on GPU is performed by GPU hardware, which cannot take
advantage of SM resources on GPUs for unbalanced application. [Che+10]
uses a persistent thread (PT) [GSO12] approach that launches a GPU kernel
consisting of TBs with the same number as the number of SMs. Every TB runs
persistent until all the workload has finished, and extracts workload from a
task queue. Meanwhile, the CPU inserts workload to the task queue, which
forms one-producer-multi-consumer pattern. This methods is also extended
to support multi-GPU load balance by adding more consumers. Although this
approach can facilitate load unbalanced applications, it hinders the program-
mer optimizing GPU kernels based on GPU architecture characteristic due to
the PT thread model that limits one task running on one SM. Compared to PT
methods for the efficiency of GPU resource usage, [PTG13] shows an elastic
kernel approach that combines two independent kernels into one kernel by
changing grid and thread block size at runtime, in order not to waste GPU
resources. This approach, however, requires time slicing of the kernel running,
which is difficult to implement in practice due to lack of interrupt support by
GPUs.
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Scheduling with data movement consideration Apart from using processors ef-
ficiently, another factor involved in system throughput is data movement
overhead. Many research report GPUs can achieve significant speedup without
considering data movement overhead, and the speedup becomes less when
taking this unavoidable overhead into account [GH11]. Thus, this overhead
should be considered during scheduling. Compared to performance efficiency
acquirement, this information can be modeled relying on transferring data
size. Several scheduling policy [Ros+11] have been proposed with account of
data transfer overhead. For instance, if the input of a node has been placed on
one processor, the node will be scheduled to the processor with high possibility.
Although this processor affinity scheduling can alleviate data transfer over-
head, data movements are still needed in the case that multiple inputs reside
on different processors. Furthermore, most scheduling with data transfer con-
sideration is based on workload queue [Ros+11; Aug+11; Kat+12], where
each ready node is pushed into a work queue waiting for being dispatched to
one processor. This queue-based scheduling with only one node information,
may result in efficient scheduling for one node but not for the whole graph,
particularly combined with load balancing and execution efficiencies.

2.4 Memory Management

Based on the GPU programming section, a typical GPU program requires
programmers to consider the memory issues: memory allocation, memory
transfer between CPUs and GPUs, and GPU physical memory size. In particular,
malloc and free operations on GPUs are costly. The malloc on GPUs can be
30-40 times greater than the overhead of malloc on CPUs, and the free on
GPUs can be approximately 100 times greater than the overhead of free on
CPUs [Boy+09]. Second, memory transfer across PCIe bus can be a bottleneck
of performance [GH11], and is also a tedious work for programmers. Third,
GPU physical memory should be considered in the case that workload on GPUs
processes large data, which hinders programs’ portability and programmers’
productivity. The memory management on CPU-GPU systems is to address the
above three problems.

To address the first problem, two approaches have been explored. First, if
the applications’ memory consumption can be determined before runtime, the
maximum memory required during execution can be allocated at initialization
stage and freed at final stage. Thus, the allocation and free overhead is
decreased due to one invocation. Second, a more efficient memory allocation
and free library is proposed for general applications [Ste+12].

As CPU-GPU architectures presented above, explicit data movements are
required before launching tasks relying on the data. With the fact that data-
flow only provides an interface to describe data and task dependencies, data-
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flow runtime shoulders this data movement responsibility before executing
nodes. This memory management can be guaranteed easily in a data-flow
model with functional feature, which requires each node to only manipulates
its own local data and no data are shared between any nodes. This memory
management, however, can incur difficulties in a data-flow model supporting
shared data, since data coherency should be guaranteed between nodes sharing
same data when they are executing simultaneously. For example, StarPu
[Aug+11] supports data shared feature via a MSI coherency protocol between
CPU and GPU memory.

Lacking for operating system support, programmers are required to note GPU
global memory size, in order to load fitting data. The methods to address this
problem are domain specific, not all data can be automatically partitioned. For
example, matrix multiplications can use data partitioned techniques, but also
need to change the control flow due to data dependencies between sub-matrix
multiplications.

Memory management in this work In this work, I present memory management
on CPU-GPU systems with data-flow models. As the data-flow model used
in this work has specific characters, the memory management can be eased
if combining with these characters. For example, as the static data-flow
structure is used that the nodes and arcs cannot be modified during runtime,
the maximal memory requirement can be determined before programming
running. Thus, a preallocated memory methods can be used to alleviate malloc
and free overhead. A detailed analyses will be discussed in the next chapter.

2.5 Optimization

On the one hand, giving the memory management to data-flow runtime
significantly eases programming on CPU-GPU system. On the other hand,
combining with nodes scheduling policy, the runtime is able to conduct more
memory optimization. Since data is ready for being transferred as soon as its
location is determined, i.e., its corresponding node has been determined which
processor to be scheduled, all ready data can be executed when PCIe bus is
available. This reveals that the earlier scheduling decision is made, the more
opportunities of prefetching data can be used, further providing overlapping
computation and data transferring. For example, if all node scheduling has
been determined during compilation, all data transfer requests can be done as
soon as data is available, which relieves data transfer overhead significantly.

Another potential optimization opportunity comes from the memory hi-
erarchy on a GPU device [Ryo+08]. Although GPUs provide much higher
bandwidth than CPUs, a number of applications porting to GPUs still have
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bottleneck on memory bandwidth, such as some imaging processing, due
to its high ratio between data fetch and amount of computation. To allevi-
ate this bottleneck, unlike CPU program optimization focusing on writing or
generating cache-friendly code, GPU program optimization commonly takes
advantage of various types of on-chip memory to decrease DRAM traffic. These
special hardwares provide caching mechanism for different memory access
pattern with specific characteristics. For example, one type of memory namely
texture memory [Cat74], commonly used in imaging and graphics applications,
provides read-only caching with multi-dimensional spatial locality, while CPU
caches only supports liner spatial locality.

With respect to special GPU memory, particularly, one on-chip memory
namely shared memory (i.e., scratchpad memory) is applied commonly not
only in graphics applications, but also for general purpose applications. Note
that this shared memory is not shared by TBs, but by threads within the
same TB. Even though multiple TBs can be scheduled on the SM, these TBs
cannot communicate with the shared memory. Compared to CPU cache,
shared memory provides the programming ability of explicit loading data
on chip. With that in mind, GPU threads within one SM can cooperate
with loading data for following processing, and storing results to GPU global
memory after processing. However, there is no way to use shared memory
between different kernels, which prohibits optimization between the common
consumer-producer program paradigm. Furthermore, this memory size is too
small to load all data set to be processed (typically 48KiB per SM), requiring
data partitioning across different SM or space reuse in one shared memory via
meticulous arrangements.

2.6 Summary

In this chapter, I introduced GPU programming and discussed problems for
CPU-GPU systems. In addition, I presented data-flow model, which is a
candidate to address these problems, since it can provide large parallelism and
ease CPU-GPU programming. Finally, we also discussed challenges of mapping
this model to CPU-GPU systems, to guide this work.
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The last chapter presents related background as a foundation for this thesis.
This chapter will focus on the system design. I will first analyze problems to be
addressed, then give the goal of this system design, followed by a description
of the framework.

3.1 Problem Analysis

This work focuses on applications which can be expressed as a directed acyclic
graph (DAG) structure, fitting a large number of applications in scientific
computing and image processing domain. These applications demand high
throughput via taking advantage of data parallel and task parallel models
discussed in the last chapter.

Rather than increasing the number of cores or processing nodes to improve
system throughput, GPUs have been extensively used to speed up general pur-
pose application, leading to the commonly heterogeneous CPU-GPU platform.
However, mapping data-flow algorithms to such a system is a challenge, since
CPUs and GPUs provide different computation power and features, and system
topology between them. These facts make scheduling, memory management
and optimization more complex and challenging. The challenges covering
scheduling workload, memory management and optimization on GPUs, will
be elaborated in the following:

Firstly, scheduling data-flow workload on CPU/GPU is crucial to system
throughput. Before looking into scheduling policy, the programmers view on
GPUs should be discussed. The conventional GPU programming considers the
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GPU as an accelerator, which speed up the parallel tasks explicitly described
by the programmers. In contrast, GPUs can be viewed as a processor with
the same role as CPUs. This perspective allows tasks to be executed either
on CPUs or GPUs, if appropriate implementations are provided. With that
in mind, the data-flow tasks can be categorized into different classes based
on whether vertexes specifies execution processor or not: all vertexes with
execution place, partial vertexes with execution place, and none vertexes with
execution place. The first two classes can happen when programmers know
which vertexes running on one processor is more efficient. The last data-flow
class provides more flexibility that each vertexes can be run on CPUs or GPUs
determined by the system scheduler, which brings challenges.

The challenges of scheduling on this platform comes from hardware com-
plexities and data-flow characteristics. For example, the varying computation
power requires considering execution efficiency and workload balancing, while
the slow processor connection requires data location awareness with data de-
pendencies from data-flow. It is difficult to find out a scheduling model
considering all above factors to maximize throughput. For example, the naive
policy that the scheduler dispatches ready tasks to the most efficient proces-
sor is not always advisable, for the most efficient processor may not hold
the data to be processed which will incurs non-trivial overhead. In contrast,
scheduling workload to the processor holding the needed data can lead to
execution inefficiencies or load imbalance. The conventional scheduler can
be catorgorized into queue-based and graph-based. The queue-based policy
schedules dynamic workload with the optimal decision for current condition,
while the graph-based policy can use the static workload information to make
decision from a global view. However, it is difficult to find which applications
can benefit from queue-based or graph-based approach.

Secondly, another challenge is memory management, which manages GPU
memory usage and data transfer between the CPU and the GPU. Given the
fact that GPU memory capacity is necessarily considered in order to keep
data on the GPU below its capacity, mapping the data-flow model on a CPU-
GPU platform should guarantee that the GPU memory consumption is below
the capacity of GPU physical memory. The naive solution that only holds
the necessary data to be processed by the next task can keep GPU memory
consumption in a low degree, however, leading to frequent data transfer. The
reason for this inefficiency is that output data from one job on the GPU may
be used by succeeding jobs, indicating that transfer immediately back to CPU
is not wise if succeeding jobs are also scheduled on the GPU. This overhead
can be avoided via caching the intermediate data in a data-flow graph on the
GPU. However, the memory manager takes the responsibility to evict cached
data, in the case of the whole workload consuming excessive memory.

In addition, to alleviate data transfer overhead, overlapping transfer and
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execution technique is commonly used. This technique requires transfer and
execution operations from independent tasks, e.g. the data transfer and
computation within one task cannot be overlapped due to the order that
its execution on GPU cannot be started until the data is available on GPU.
Further, the more similar time the transfer and execution elapse has, the higher
overlapping can achieve. All these requirements make the efficient memory
manager challenging.

Thirdly, improving single GPU task performance is critical to achieve high
system throughput. One conventional optimizing principle is to keep hot-spot
data, which is accessed frequently, into the memory close to processors, such
as the CPU cache. By using temporal and spatial locality principle, the CPU
cache loads data linearly and evicts the cold data when needed. Due to this
mechanism implemented in hardware, which is transparent for programmers,
writing cache-friendly code is required to achieve high performance instead of
explicit control data movement.

Unlike CPUs, GPUs provide an on-chip scratchpad memory, allowing the
programmers to control data reuse explicitly that the previous task output is
kept in the scratchpad for the next task input. However, the capacity of the GPU
scatchpad is too small to fit for most data sets, which requires programmers
to divide data into small sub-data to fit the capacity. Although the plain data
division directly applies to applications with special data access pattern, such
as map operation, the data division can raise the problem that breaks the
succeeding algorithms without map access pattern.

For example, the stencil operation is a common parallel computing pattern,
which reads data at offsets relative to the location of a collection of outputs.
If the data is divided, the element access in one sub-data would require
access the elements out of the local sub-data, meaning that communication
between sub-data is needed. Based on GPU programming mentioned in the
last chapter, the scratchpad can only be available for the owned steaming-
processors. To address this problem, programmers need to write plenty of
code to implement the logic, which does not belong to algorithms. A fusion
library that handles this optimization is necessary for facilitating this kind of
algorithm implementation.

3.2 Goals and Principles

The goal of this design is to build a system for exploiting a task-based data-
flow model on CPU-GPU systems. The principles in this design are listed as
following:

1. The system should provide programmers with a data-flow interface for
expressing algorithms with ease, containing task nodes and data depen-
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Figure 3.1: System Overview

dencies.

2. By using the information provided by users, the system is able to exploit
hardware resources efficiently to maximize system throughput, mean-
while maintain runtime overhead low.

3. The system should follow the modularity principle via dividing different
functions into plug-in components, in order to extend system functionality
when necessary, such as switching scheduling policies.

3.3 System Framework

This section presents the system overview and each component design, con-
taining data-flow interface, scheduler, memory management, performance
profiler and fusion library.

3.3.1 Overview

Figure 3.1 shows the overview of the system, containing four components, the
programming interface, the scheduler, the memory manager and the perfor-
mance profiler. The upper layer provides the programming interface, whereby
programmers describe the computation tasks corresponding to the vertexes in
the graph, and data communications connecting vertexes. The middle layer
is the scheduler, responsible for dispatching vertexes to appropriate proces-
sors. The lower layer represents the memory manager, which takes care of
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GPU memory usage and data transfers between CPU-GPU. Both the scheduler
and memory manager require to cooperate with the performance profiler to
efficiently manage system resources.

3.3.2 Programming Interface

The programming interface provides programmers with the ability to describe
computation units, i.e., vertexes in the graph, and data dependencies, i.e., arcs
between vertexes. The vertex interface encapsulates computations analogous
to a function to be executed on CPU/GPU, and input and output ports for the
vertex. The input and output ports provide the data location information and
check whether the received data is acceptable by the vertex.

The arc interface performs like a pipe, which actively delivers data from
one end to the other end in a FIFO order. One consideration is whether each
arc in the graph is able to hold multiple data buffers or one at maximum.
The former, where each arc can hold, at most, one data buffer, refers to the
static data-flow model, while the latter supporting each arc can hold multiple
data buffer refers to the dynamic data-flow model. The main benefit of static
data-flow is that it is simple to manage the data buffers, since the data buffer
size is fixed in the initial stage. Also, the memory consumption is lower than
the dynamic data-flow. However, the static model limits concurrent execution,
for the vertexes can not be executed until both conditions are met that the
input data are available and output buffer is empty. As the static data-flow can
be viewed as a special case of dynamic data-flow with the arc capacity is one,
this design provides the mechanism allowing programmers to define the arc
capacity. The evaluation will be discussed in the evaluation chapter.

Based on the vertex and arc interfaces, the connection interface is used to
connect one end of arcs to one input or output of one vertex.

3.3.3 Scheduling

As the applications to be executed in this system are expressed as a DAG, only
DAG scheduling policies are considered in this work. Regarding scheduling for
DAG, methods can be categorized into two classes: queue-based scheduling,
and graph-based scheduling, as shown in Figure 3.2. The queue-based schedul-
ing relies on the system states at the scheduling time. The system states can
include processor’s workload, task priorities, and dependent data locations.
Based on this information, the scheduler makes the decision according to a
different policy, such as round-robin. In contrast, the graph-based scheduling
relies on the data-flow graph, and the weight of nodes and arcs in the graph.
The weights can represent the performance of node execution and data trans-
fer overhead. Based on this information, the graph-based scheduling is able to
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Figure 3.2: Queue-based schedulers and graph-based schedulers

make decisions for distributing workload. Unlike the queue-based scheduling,
the graph-based scheduling is able to make decisions before runtime, which
decreases the runtime overhead and offers opportunities for memory optimiza-
tion. The discussion on how to use this feature for optimization is presented
in next chapter.

Whether queue-based or graph-based scheduling is used, DAG performance
information is crucial to form the scheduling policy. The possible perfor-
mance acquisition methods include performance modeling to estimate the
performance, and profiling from actual running. As it is difficult to make a
performance model for estimating a precise performance due to hardware
complexity, this work chooses a profiling approach for acquiring performance.
By using such methods, each vertex execution and each arc in the graph have
a performance parameter as a weight to assist scheduling.

Based on the performance information, the scheduling policy considers
vertex and arc weights to maximize throughput via different policies. The
policies can be categorized into two principles according to the used graph
information. The queue-based policy is based on local task information, such
as current ready task performance and data movement overhead, to make
a current optimal decision through greedy principle. In contrast, the graph-
based policy, based on the global weight information in the graph, makes
scheduling in a static manner.

Although the graph-based scheduling is able to distribute workload before
runtime, the queuing methods can still be used by graph-based method. During
runtime, the task dispatching only involves moving the task from the ready
queue to the worker processor, since the worker has been determined in
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advance. The graph-partitioner is built on top of these queues.

3.3.4 Memory Management

Based on the system overview, the memory management module will interact
with the scheduler module. Specifically, the schedule sends data movement
requests and inquires the request states, and the memory manager responses
to these requires and inquiries. Thus, the memory manager interface contains
two main calls, request and inquire, as Figure 3.3 displays. Note that the
request is an asynchronous call returning immediately, and the inquire is a
synchronous call which returns the inquiry result.

As discussed in the last section, the system memory manager should take
the three responsibilities:
1. allocate application data on CPU and GPU efficiently;
2. transfer data between CPU and GPU efficiently;
3. automatically handle the situation that GPU memory is not enough for the
program requirement.
In this section, I will present the internal design of the memory manager to
achieve these three goals.

To efficiently allocate and free memory on GPU, the memory manger exploits
the block memory operation that allocates the required memory on the GPU
for once. Due to the static data-flow model that does not allow data-flow
graph modification at runtime, the total maximal memory consumption can
be acquired by calculating maximal token’s memory consumption in each arc,
once the programmer finished defining data-flow structure. Then, the memory
is allocated at data-flow graph initial stage, and during runtime no actual
memory allocation is performed.
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In the case that the GPU memory can not hold the maximal memory con-
sumption that the data-flow program requires, the allocated GPU memory can
only meet partial data requirement at any time. Mapping the whole required
data of the data-flow to the GPU memory can be conducted in several methods.
One option to decrease the memory requirement is to allocate GPU memory
after graph partition stage, instead of initial stage. Because only partial nodes
of the data-flow graph will be running on the GPU, this method can eliminate
the memory allocation for nodes running on the CPU. However, this method re-
quires scheduler cooperation and cannot be used with the dynamic schedulers.
Further, this method can still confront the same memory problem in the case
that nodes partitioned to the GPU need more memory than the GPU memory.
Another option is to use buffer cache technique that allocates a memory pool
on the GPU as a buffer cache. When the memory requests exceed the GPU
memory, some data in the buffer cache will be evicted to CPU memory. This
method solves this problem in a more general way. Due to lacking support of
memory paging on GPU, however, the traditional memory swapping by the
page unit cannot be exploited on the GPU. Thus, the buffer cache adopts the
data size of each block defined by applications as the swapping unit. This data
unit for swapping is usually larger than a tradition page (4KiB), as a typical
GPU task processes data with large size such as an image. In addition, the evict
selection policy, such as the Least Recently Used (LRU) algorithm, should be
considered to minimize the swap number. Finally, the memory management
assumes that at least the GPU memory can satisfy one node’s need. Otherwise,
this data-flow program cannot be executed on the GPU.

Based on this buffer caching, for each memory transfer action, the memory
manager will check whether there is enough GPU space to receive. If there is
not, an evicting operation will be performed and the data having been selected
will be transferred to the CPU. It is assumed that the CPU is able to hold the
whole data size.

Apart from memory consumption on the GPU, the memory manger also
needs to transfer data between the CPU and the GPU efficiently. To achieve
this goal, the overlapping technique is used that data movement across the
PCIe bus, CPU computation and GPU computation are running concurrently.
As presented in the GPU programming section, using this technique requires
specific GPU resources management, including GPU streams, pinned memory,
and GPU events.

If it is necessary to use pinned-memory on CPU to overlapping transferring
with GPU computation, how to efficiently communicate with other types of
memory should be taken into account. The most easy way is to directly
allocate the memory on such type of memory by calling the function offered
by CUDA. However, if the data is initialized on normal pageable memory,
moving data from pageable to pinned-memory is required. Two methods can
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be used to achieve this action, either by directly invoking a memory copy
function, i.e. memcpy() on the CPU, or by invoking the memory register
function, i.e., cudaHostRegister() provided by CUDA that set these memory as
pinned without copy the data. Figure 3.4 shows different memory conversion,
conversion 1 is performed between virtual memory and pinned memory on
the CPU either by memcpy() or cudaHostRegister(), conversion 2 is performed
between pinned memory and GPU device memory by cudaMemcpyAsync(),
conversion 3 is performed between CPU pageable memory and GPU device
memory by cudaMemcpy(). Node that conversion 3 cannot be used by the
overlapping technique.

To illustrate which memory transfer method is best, a memory benchmark is
measured, as shown in Figure 3.5. Three data movement modes from pageable
memory on CPU to GPU device memory are compared: mode 1 invokes directly
the function cudaMemcpy(), mode 2 uses cudaMemcpyAsync() combined
with cudaHostRegister(), mode 3 uses cudaMemcpyAsync() combined with
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memcpy(). The benchmark shows that mode 2 has highest performance, mode
3 has the lowest performance, and mode 1 sits in the middle. This indicates
that the best memory transfer option is to use the combination of memory
register and asynchronous memory transfer. Note that if the data can be
hold on the pinned memory initially, asynchronous transfer can be performed
directly, which further eliminates the memory register overhead.

3.3.5 Performance profiler

As discussed in the scheduling section, the graph-based and queue-based
scheduling rely on the performance information. The performance information
in data-flow graph refers to the execution time and data transfer latency. The
performance profiler takes this responsibility to acquire this information by
offline profiling.

To acquire the data transfer latency, it is not necessary to execute and
measure each data dependencies. Because the PCIe bus has the characteristic
that transfer latency is proportional to transfered data size, which can be
expressed in the formula:{

latency = init_time 0 < data_size ≤ threshold
latency = init_time+ bandwith ∗ data_size data_size > threshold

(3.1)
Because each transfer transaction takes constant time to initialize when the

data size is less than a threshold, the init_time and threshold will be measured
during the profiling. Once these parameters are acquired, the latency for one
transfer can be calculated. Note that the formula assumes that the system bus
is not shared with other program, otherwise the actual latency would take
longer time than the calculation.

To acquire the execution latency, [LHK09] uses a similar approach as latency,
assuming that the execution has linear growth with data size. They first
divide the workload to sub-task with a sub-data, then the sub-task execution is
measured to get the parameter in the linear formula. Our profiler dos not use
this approach, since the assumption may not apply to other applications and
not all workload can be divided into sub-task. Instead, the profiler runs the
node execution multiple times and calculates the mean value as its execution
latency.

After finish profiling, the acquired information is stored in the profiling
database. This information is indexed by node ID and arc ID, similar with
the node store and the arc store within the data-flow engine. This database
provides performance inquiry for the scheduler. To inquire a data transfer
latency, the inquiry key is a compound including the data size to be transferred
and the transfer direction. To inquire a node execution time, the inquiry key is
the node ID, which refers to the node in the data-flow graph.
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Based on a different scheduling policy, there are two profiling modes con-
taining dynamic mode and static mode to meet the policy requirement. In
dynamic mode, the profiling process is executed while the actual scheduling is
happening. In the static mode, the actual scheduling cannot be executed until
all profiling finishes.

3.3.6 Memory optimization

Although the programming interface can be used to describe vertexes, the
computation is still implemented by means of the CUDA/OpenCL. Based on
the on-chip optimization analysis, this fusion library is offered by the data-flow
interface, as an assist for implementing the vertex computation to exploit
on-chip memory.

As the problem analysis discussed, the data for one vertex is commonly
divided into pieces to fit the on-chip memory, which incurs different data
access issues for different applications. Unfortunately, there is no generic
solution for all kinds of applications, due to varying data access pattern.
As such, this library is implemented to meet the requirement of one class
of application, such as image processing. Extending this library to other
applications involves in implementing new libraries, which can carry the
application’s domain specific knowledge.

For image processing, the operator and fusion descriptions are provided as
two main interfaces. Each operator expresses one image operation without
specifying loading inputs and storing outputs. These operators are grouped as
a pipeline using a fusion interface, which provides inputs and outputs. During
pipeline processing, the fusion library maintains intermediate result to on-chip
memory, with image division and boundary checking.

3.3.7 Limitations

First, the data-flow model supported by this system can only be described as
direct acyclic graph, which cannot permit cyclic graph structure.

As this system is completely built in user-space, which has its own limitation
inherently. For the applications using GPU directly via conventional interface,
i.e., CUDA or OpenCL, they may interfere with the runtime managed by
this system. Addressing this interference requires operating system support.
Further, this user space solution cannot avoid redundant memory copy when
using other devices, as direct communication between GPUs and these devices
is not possible without operating system support.
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3.4 Summary

This chapter first analyzed the problems which will be addressed in this thesis.
Then, the design goal was presented to guide the system design. Finally, the
system design was presented including system overview and each component
description. In the next chapter, the implementation based on this design will
be presented.
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This chapter will present the system implementation to achieve the design
goal from the last chapter. I will first give the architecture overview containing
the crucial modules. Second, each implementations of each modules and their
communication will be presented. A summary will end this chapter.

4.1 System Overview

From last chapter, Figure 3.1 has shown the system overview including four
components. This section presents this system in more realistic detail, the
programming interface, and a description of runtime process.

The upper module is the data-flow API, whereby programmers express tasks
as a DAG that consists of nodes referring to job and arcs referring to data
dependencies. The runtime below the API layer contains a data-flow engine
which provides data-flow semantics to move the data flowing along the arcs
and to execute the jobs appropriately. Below the data-flow engine is a job
scheduler that dispatches the ready jobs to processors. This scheduler can
communicate with a performance profiling database that records the execution
time in order to assist scheduling. The bottom layer is the memory manager,
which provides the scheduler with the service for transferring data between
processors and managing the GPU memory.

4.1.1 Data-flow API

The data-flow API is the system interface between programmers and the
underlying runtime. The requirement of the API is to express a data-flow
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task, a directed acyclic graph consisting of nodes and arcs representing jobs
and data dependencies. To define this graph structure, composing operations
like adding a job node and connecting two job nodes are necessary. Further,
programmers are required to define each type of job nodes and how to make
nodes get and push data from connecting arcs.

To illustate the data-flow API, Figure 4.1 presents a one dimensional (1D)
array addition. This data-flow structure consists of four nodes and three arcs,
where two nodes generate an initial data array at the beginning, and then
each data flows along the arcs to the add node to be processed, and finally
the array sum flows from the add node to the print node for printing out. The
three components, ports, arcs and nodes compose a whole data-flow structure
referring to a graph. Apart from nodes and arcs, the tiny rectangle blocks
represent ports as communication interfaces between nodes and arcs, which
allow nodes and arcs to send and receive data without being aware of the
other. Note that the ports include two different types, i.e., input ports and
output ports, which will be discussed soon.

The corresponding code using the data-flow API to express this example is
provided in Listing 4.1. This code expresses the same function as depicted by
Figure 4.1, in which data stored in two arrays are summed up before printing
the result. The code structure consists of several typical steps, creating the
graph, creating nodes, connecting nodes, launching the graph, waiting on the
result. These steps are explained following in detail.

1 #include "df_api.h"
2 #include "my_nodes.h"
3
4 int main()
5 {
6 DfGraph graph;
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7
8 ArrayGenNode arrayGen1;
9 ArrayGenNode arrayGen2;

10 ArrayAddNode adder;
11 PrintNode printer;
12
13 graph.addNode(arrayGen1);
14 graph.addNode(arrayGen2);
15 graph.addNode(adder);
16 graph.addNode(printer);
17
18 graph.connect(arrayGen1, 0, adder, 0);
19 graph.connect(arrayGen2, 0, adder, 1);
20 graph.connect(adder, 0, printer, 0);
21
22 graph.run();
23
24 graph.wait();
25
26 return 0;
27 }

Listing 4.1: Data-flow API

Before the main function, the first two lines include the required header files,
covering the "df_api.h" for the data-flow API provided by the library and
"my_nodes.h" containing the node definitions provided by the programmer.
Within the main function, in line 6 the graph object representing the data-flow
structure is created to initialize the necessary system resource. The succeeding
code from line 8 to 11 create various required node objects which will be used
in the data-flow graph. The node types are defined in "my_nodes.h" which
will be discussed later. After being created, these nodes are added to the graph
structure (line 13 to 16). The next step is adding arcs by connecting node
ports. To identify a port, the node attached by the port and a local index within
the node are required. Particularly, ports are classified into input ports and
output ports according to their function. Thus, the local index is counted from
0 for each port type within one node. As each arc connects only two ports,
the connect method requires four parameters. Programmers should describe
that the connecting direction can only be conducted from an output port to an
input port but not vice versa. Due to divided port types, this requirement can
be asserted by this library at compile time.

Take a focus on the adder node, where three arcs are expressed from line 18
to 19. The first arc connects arrayGen1’s output port 0 to adder’s input port
0, while the second arc connects arrayGen2’s output 0 to adder’s input port
1, and the third one connects adder’s unique output port 0 to the printer’s
input port 0. After defining the graph structure, i.e., the nodes and arcs have be
expressed completely, the program is launched in line 22. The wait method
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in line 24 blocks the main function until all the execution completes.
In addition to the graph structure definition, the node definitions represent-

ing the execution process are also required. The code in Listing 4.2 shows the
definition of ArrayAddNode including two inputs and one output from the
above example. Two key methods within this node, a construction method
offering port information and a process method defining node function, are to
be implemented by programmers. In the first line, all user-defined node classes
are derived from a node type provided by the library, which is the interface
between users’ program and the runtime. In this manner, the user-defined
node are required to fill the predefined methods with their node implemen-
tations, while the runtime is able to schedule these specific nodes. In the
node definition function ArrayAddNode, a data format object is created that
describes meta information of data, such as dimensions and element size,
which will be used for data access. In line 4 the dimensions is a dim3 type
holding three values provided by CUDA, which is typically used to specify the
kernel size. This type has three elements x, y and z, expressing the length in
each dimension respectively. As the array used in this case is one dimensional,
the y and z elements are set to 1. After defining the data format, the port
with the corresponding data format is added to the node. As a port is the
interface between a node and an arc, every port includes one data format,
whereby the port can receive and send data. Particularly, when two ports with
different data formats are connected, the library will inform this mismatched
error at compile time. Further, the data format is used to get data information
by the user-defined process as shown in the function CPU_process. In the
constructor from line 7, the data format object is created and input ports and
output ports with the data format is attached to the node. Note that in this
example all the ports have the same data format, which is not necessary for
other node implementations.

Additionally, the actual process method is filled from line 12, expressing
the sum computation on CPU in this case. These methods have different
prefix names, such as "CPU_ or GPU_", with which programmers provide
corresponding implementations for different processors. All these methods are
virtual to give the runtime ability of launching distinct implementation from
different nodes, and have two same parameters for input and output ports.
The port interface enables programmers to acquire corresponding data address
and dimensions via getPtr with port index parameters. After acquiring the
data pointer, the data format is used to extract meta information, with which
the data can be processed. Note that the programmers only describe what kind
of data will be used within the node constructor, and the required memory is
automatically managed by the library, instead of by programmers.

1 class ArrayAddNode: public Node {
2 public:
3 ArrayAddNode(){
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4 dim3 dimensions(1024, 1, 1);
5 DataFormat dataFormat(dimensions, elementSize);
6
7 addInputPort("input1", dataFormat);
8 addInputPort("input2", dataFormat);
9 addOutputPort("sum", dataFormat);

10 }
11
12 virtual void CPU_process(InputPorts& inputs, OutputPorts& outputs) {
13 int *input1, *input2, *sum;
14
15 // get the input pointer
16 inputs.getPtr(0, input1);
17 inputs.getPtr(1, input2);
18
19 // get the output pointer
20 outputs.getPtr(0, sum);
21
22 // addition computation
23 dim3 mydim = dataFormat.dim();
24 unsigned int len = mydim.x;
25 for(unsigned int i = 0; i < len; i++){
26 sum[i] = input1[i] + input2[i];
27 }
28 }
29 };

Listing 4.2: Node definition API

4.1.2 Runtime Process

From the programmer’s point of view, the runtime will execute the user-defined
data-flow program once the graph running, in line 22 from Listing 4.1. The
runtime automatically transmits data through nodes and arcs, and executes
processes on different processors, until all the tasks have been executed. From
the runtime point of view, the runtime finds out whether there is a node that
can be executed in the graph, meaning all input nodes are ready. If any nodes
are found, they are packed as jobs which are sent to the job ready queue. Then
the system scheduler accesses this ready queue in order to dispatch jobs to
processors according to scheduling policies. Before executing these jobs on
the scheduled processors, their dependent data on the processor is guaranteed
by the memory manager.

4.2 System Modules

Based on the execution process discussed above, the system modules include a
data-flow engine responsible for finding ready jobs and moving data between
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Figure 4.2: Data-flow engine

nodes, a scheduler for dispatching jobs to processors and a memory manager
guarantees data location.

4.2.1 Data-flow Engine

Figure 4.2 shows the data-flow engine including three stores and three process-
ing modules. In the three stores, the node store and the arc store represent the
data-flow graph structure, which is defined by the programmer in the initial
stage and cannot be changed during runtime. The token store accommodates
tokens, a term borrowed from [AC86], which is an encapsulation of data
and data location in the data-flow graph. All the token states during runtime
depict the state of the data-flow program at one time. Particularly, in order to
distinguish tokens with different states at runtime, the token store contains
two separate stores, one for waiting tokens that reside on the nodes waiting
for other tokens, another for ready tokens that reside on the runnable nodes.

The processing modules include an enable module responsible for finding
out which node is runnable and wrapping corresponding tokens as jobs, an
execution module responsible for executing jobs. In addition, a transmit
module is responsible for moving tokens in the data-flow graph. During
execution, the enable module accesses the node store to find out whether
there are any runnable nodes whose input ports are filled. If any runnable
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nodes are found, the enable module wraps the node and the corresponding
tokens as a job, and sends it to the execution module, with updating the
token states from the token store. Upon receiving a job, the execution module
decides when and how to execute the job by invoking the scheduler and the
memory manager. Once a job execution has completed and returned, the
execution module is notified and checks whether this job generates output
data. If any output data is generated, the execution module gives these data
to the transmit module transmitting the tokens to the destination by looking
up the arc store. Note that transmitting tokens is a logic process, which is
irrelevant to invoke actual memory copy operations that happen in memory
management.

The interface between data-flow engine and other system layers such as the
scheduler and the memory manager is the execution module, which sends the
runnable jobs to the scheduler and receives output data.

4.2.2 Scheduler

On receiving ready jobs from the data-flow engine, the scheduler decides how
to execute these jobs on each processing unit. There are two important aspects
of this decision including the order and the location of job execution. As all the
ready jobs are buffered in a queue waiting for being scheduled, thus, deciding
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the order is equal to the operation of poping jobs from the queue, such as
first-in-first-out (FIFO). Once a job is obtained, the scheduler chooses a process
to execute the job. Moreover, these two decisions can be made at different
time. i.e., the scheduler can make this decision at the same time of or before
deciding the order.

The scheduling order in this system uses FIFO for simplicity, and it can be
proved that the order of node execution will not affect the total execution
time. Because the total execution time is only determined by when the final
node finishes, which relies on its predecessor nodes finishing, but not the
order. In other words, if the dependent nodes of the final node are waiting to
be scheduled, the order of node execution cannot make the final node start
earlier. Use this deduction for each predecessor node recursively, each node
execution only depends on its predecessor nodes finishing, but not their order.
Based on this prove, it is concluded that once there are ready jobs available in
the queue, poping any job to execute does not affect the task execution time.
Therefore, the FIFO order satisfies scheduling order, and the scheduling policy
is equal to choosing a processor to execute.

Figure 4.3 denotes the scheduler layer that consists of a centralized queue
and a number of worker queues. The centralized queue is necessary for the
communication between the data-flow engine and the scheduler, whereas the
worker queue is necessary and only needed according to specific scheduling
policy, such as work-stealing. Once the dataflow engine finds any node ready, it
packs the node as a job and pushes the job to the centralized queue. Meanwhile,
the scheduler pops a job from the centralized queue and dispatches the job to a
processor according to the policy. The synchronization of these two concurrent
operations are discussed in the next subsection.

To implement a throughput-oriented scheduler, two factors are considered:
job execution time and data locality. Based on these two factors, several poli-
cies are implemented: eager, data-aware, work-stealing, and graph-partition.
The eager policy dispatches a job to an idle processor, in which case the worker
queue is not necessary. The scheduler pops a job from the centralized queue,
looks through each processor, and sends the job to the first found idle processor.
Second, data-aware policy dispatches the job to the processor that can execute
the job at the earliest time. This policy considers both job execution time
and data transfer overhead if it could happen. Third, the work-stealing policy
enables each worker to steal work from other workers, if it has no work in its
queue. This policy is aimed to address the load imbalance. However, it can
incur extra data transfer overhead. Fourth, the principle of graph-partition is to
minimize the communication between different processor, meanwhile keeping
load balance. It partitions the graph into sub-graphs, which requires the node
execution time and data transfer time as node weights and arc weights in a
data-flow graph.
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These policies can be categorized into two kinds: queue-based policy and
graph-based policy. The queue-based scheduling is essentially a greedy pol-
icy, which makes the current best decision to maximize throughput based
on the current job information in the ready queue. In contrast, the graph-
based scheduling considers the whole graph structure, and is able to make the
scheduling decision when the graph information is available. This informa-
tion can be acquired before actual job running, and also eliminates dynamic
scheduling overhead.

4.2.3 Graph partition policy

The graph partition policy is to minimize data transfer across different mem-
ory space, and meanwhile maintain a load balance between processors. The
key difference compared to the dynamic queue-based scheduling [Aug+11;
Ros+11] is that the global data-flow structure information is used. In addi-
tion, other static partition approaches [LHK09; GO11] do not consider data
movement overhead.

Similar to [LHK09], this scheduling involves three stages: off-line profiling
stage, graph-partition stage, and program running stage. In the off-line profil-
ing stage, the nodes are executed on both processors and their performance
are collected. In the graph-partition stage, the data-flow graph structure and
the performance are fed into partitioner, which generates a partitioned graph
structure including node running locations. In the program running stage,
the scheduler dispatches the ready nodes to the corresponding processor by
looking up the partitioned graph structure.

This work uses METIS [KK98] as the graph partition tool, as it provides the
ability of minimizing the edge cuts, i.e., data movement in graph, and mean-
while considers to maintain load-balance between partition groups. METIS
can be applied to partition graphs and finite-element meshes, and to pro-
duce fill-reducing orderings for sparse matrices. Its partition functionality for
heterogeneous computation nodes is exploited for this CPU-GPU platform.

To use METIS to partition the data-flow graph, three information are re-
quired: a weighted graph structure, the number of partitioned group, and the
workload ratio between partitioned group.

When a DAG is provided by programmers, the scheduler first needs to
assign a weight value to each edge and each node. These weights for the
nodes and edges stand for the performance of each kernel running on the
processors and the data transfer overhead, respectively. One approach to
acquiring these performance parameters uses a prediction method based on
performance models proposed in [Kot+09; HK10; ZO11] for multi-core and
many-core architectures. Another approach is based on off-line profiling
measurements [Aug+11; Gau+13]. Due to the limited precision of the
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performance estimation model, the latter method is applied in this paper to
obtain the performance parameters from kernel executions and data transfer
costs. The weight values are measured in milliseconds.

Apart from weight information, the scheduler also needs a ratio of workload
for each processor. This ratio is calculated based on the performance of kernel
execution on each processor and data transfer overhead.

In order to obtain this ratio, we use the formulas

RCPU =
TimeKernel_GPU

(TimeKernel_GPU + TimeKernel_CPU)

(4.1)

and
RGPU = 1−RCPU . (4.2)

where the RGPU and RCPU denote the ratio of workload that will be partition
to the GPU and CPU respectively, and the TimeKernel_GPU and TimeKernel_CPU

represent the execution time of all kernels running on the GPU and the CPU
respectively.

Another parameter for the partitioning is the number of partitioned groups,
which is 2 for the CPU–GPU platform. After partitioning, METIS outputs the
partition results, including one node group for the CPU and one node group
for the GPU. The scheduler looks up this grouping information to set each
node with corresponding processor.

Additionaly, a visualize function is implemented by using DOT [KN91]. The
DOT graph description language is used to express nodes and data depen-
dencies between nodes. As DOT and METIS have different format to express
data-flow graph, a translator is implemented for bridging these two interfaces.
In the DOT file, an arrow expression refers to a data dependency from one
node to another. For each node, the amount of input equals the number of
arrows pointing to this node, and the amount of output equals the number of
arrows pointing from this node. Only the nodes and arcs are presented, but
the ports are not shown in this tool.

Several issues should be noted when using the graph-partition tool to map
the weights of nodes and edges in the graph. First, there are two weight
values available for each kernel, i.e., the GPU execution time and the CPU
execution time. Choosing either one would not ruin the policy of maintaining
load balancing and minimizing data transfer cost. As most applications have a
shorter execution time on GPUs than on CPUs, choosing the execution time
on GPUs would reduce the node weights. Correspondingly, these small node
weights give the edge weights a higher priority during partitioning. On the
other hand, choosing the value of CPUs has an opposite effect, which give the
edge weights lower priority. The influence of performance selection on the
partition results depends on graph partition algorithms. In addition, when
mapping the data transfer time for edges, we assume that each transfer with
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the same size has the same latency no matter whether the direction is from
host to device or the reverse. This assumption may not exactly hold on some
platform [CER14]. However, based on the measurements on our platform,
the deviation of these two values is within 0.007%, which could be negligible.
Finally, the latest GPU hardware supports dual copy engines, which allow bi-
directional data transfer at the same time. This feature offers more overlapping
opportunities, which can alleviate data transfer overhead. Taking advantage
of this feature will be covered in future work.

After the data-flow graph is partitioned into two groups, the node will
contain the processor information on which the node will be executed. This
information allows the scheduler to directly insert ready jobs to the corre-
sponding worker queues, rather that making decisions of dispatching jobs at
runtime by dynamic schedulers.

The scheduler cooperates with the data-flow engine and the memory man-
ager. On the one hand, the centralized ready queue is the method between the
scheduler and the data-flow engine, as the Figure 4.3 shows. The data-flow
engine pushes ready jobs and the scheduler pops the ready jobs. On the other
hand, the scheduler requests the memory manager to guarantee that the data
required by the ready job is available on the appropriate processor before
executing the job. Thus, upon dispatching the job from the centralized ready
queue to the worker queue, the scheduler sends the data movement request
to the memory manager. Before launching the execution, the data movement
requests should be inquired by the worker to know whether the request has
been finished. In the case that the request is redundant as the data has been
hold on the processor, the memory manager does not perform any action and
just responses the inquiry with true.

Each worker is a thread for executing the jobs. Each worker extracts the jobs
from their own worker queue and inquires the dependent data to the memory
manager before executing the job. If the response returns true indicating the
data has been localized appropriately, the work can continue to execute the
job. If the response returns false indicating the data movement has not been
finished, the worker will be blocked.

4.2.4 Synchronization

Whichever scheduling policy is used, the push and pop operations from/to
the centralized job queue are executed concurrently. The data-flow engine
pushes the ready job to the queue as a producer, and the underlying execution
workers acquire jobs from the queue as consumers. In this setting, there are
one producer and multiple consumers accessing the centralized queue. As
these accessors are implemented via threads representing different processors,
i.e., CPU cores and the GPU, synchronization mechanizations are required to
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avoid race condition.

Synchronization methods can be categorized into blocking and non-blocking
manners. The blocking manner either allows one thread to access the protected
resource, or blocks the thread until the access can be performed safely. In
contrast, the non-blocking manner either allows one thread to access the
protected resource, or immediately returns a message that the access cannot
be performed. The non-blocking manner has a large number of advantages
compared to blocking. First, as no thread is blocked and suspended by the
operating system, the dead-lock cannot happen. Second, the blocking overhead
involving suspension and wake-up operations, which can be non-trivial in the
case of high workload, is avoided. The disadvantage of non-blocking is that
it can waste CPU cycles to retry loops if the workload is at a low degree,
and is difficult to be verified correctness and to be implemented. In this
work, it is assumed that the runtime exclusively uses the hardware, and the
system throughput is the most crucial concern. Therefore, a non-blocking
implementation is used for synchronizing threads to access shared resources.

One implementation of non-blocking is a lock-free structure, which provides
system-wide progress. That means when one thread fails to request the
resource, there is another thread requesting successfully. I implement the
lock-free queue based on the Michael-Scott algorithm [MS96] which requires
a universal atomic primitive, compare-and-swap (CAS) or load-link and store-
conditional (LL/SC) instructions. As x86 architecture supports CAS instead of
LL/SC, the implementation exploits Cpp11 which provides an atomic interface
to generate CAS instructions on x86. The CAS can incur the ABA problem that
when one thread assumes nothing has changed on one memory location after
observing the value of the location same, while, in fact, another thread has
changed the value twice recovering the value, which makes the the first thread
assumption wrong. One solution is to use a reference counter indicating the
updating times on one location. With the counter, the CAS operator would
notice the value changed, if the value is the same but the counter is different.
It is still possible, yet, to have two same value with the same counter while
the location has been updated. Although this solution does not solve the
problem completely, it makes the false rate in a low rate dependent on the
counter size. For example, the double-width CAS (DWCAS) instruction is
supported on x86_64 platform, the counter with 64bit makes the false rate to
1/(264 − 1) between two adjacent read, which is reasonably ignorable. On this
implementation, the compile flag "-mcx16" is used to guide the gcc and clang
compiler to generate DWCAS instruction.
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4.2.5 Memory Management

Based on the discussion in the last chapter, the memory manager offers services,
including data transfer requests and responses to the inquiry of requests, to
the scheduler. The memory manager should be implemented to achieve three
goals: automatically allocate and free data on the CPU and the GPU, efficient
transfer between the CPU and the GPU, handle the case that GPU physical
memory is not enough.

In this section, I present the memory management implementation based
on CUDA library. First, the case that the enough GPU memory can hold the
data-flow requirement is presented. Second, the implementation of efficient
memory transfer between the CPU and the GPU is given. Third, the memory
manager is extended to handle the case that the GPU memory is not enough.

To achieve the first goal, the static data-flow feature is used to facilitate
memory allocation and free operations. According to the data-flow API,
programmers provide data descriptions in node constructors, indicating that
memory consumption of each node can be known once the data-flow graph is
defined.

To acquire the total memory consumption, the data-flow library first collects
the port and arc information after the graph.run() is called. The port
information includes how much memory is needed for one node and the arc
information includes the maximal number of tokens that can be available in
the program. By sum up all the token memory size, the memory size for the
application is acquired.

To allocate and organize the memory space, a global memory information
table is maintained by the memory manager. This table is a one dimensional
array indexed by arc ID of the data-flow graph, since the arcs show the
maximal number of tokens which can be available at runtime. In this array,
each element points an array of data blocks, each of which records the memory
space for one token. The data block contains the meta information that this
block is used or not. In addition, each block holds the corresponding CPU
memory address and GPU memory address for this block. Upon the block
number and block size are collected based on the graph information, the
corresponding memory space on the CPU and on the GPU is allocated, which
exist unit the program finishing.

To achieve the second goal that the memory transfer is overlapped with com-
putation, two GPU streams that represent the execution engine and transfer
engine are created, as shown in Figure 4.4. Once the data transfer request is
received, the transfer command is inserted to the transfer stream. After each
transfer command inserted, an event representing the transfer command is
also inserted to the transfer stream. This event is used to inquire whether
the previous transfer command has been finished. Once the inquire returns
success, the kernel can be inserted to the execution stream. These two streams
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Figure 4.4: Stream queues for overlapping computation and data transfer

hold the computation and transfer commands respectively. The GPU driver
takes and executes commands from these stream whenever the resources, i.e.,
PCIe bus and the GPU, are available. For the case that the system supports
bi-direction transfer that can happen at the same time, two transfer streams
can be created for each direction. The transfer requests from host to GPU
and from GPU to host are inserted to corresponding streams, which further
improves overlapping concurrency.

In the case that the GPU memory is not enough for the requirement of the
whole data-flow graph. For each arc, only one data block is allocated, which
means the GPU memory only hold one wave of data-flow graph. This policy
provides that the overlapping between computation and transfer only happens
in one wave, and the transfers for the same node between different waves take
place in order. The global memory table sets the corresponding data block to
specify which data block is on GPU memory.

In the case that GPU memory size is not enough for the one wave of data-
flow graph, the buffer cache method is used that the GPU only holds partial
data block from one wave. In that case, when data transfer requests cannot be
executed, a data block on the GPU is selected as eviction by LRU policy. Note
that the evicting does not require transfer data back to CPU, as the data block
is for following computation. It is assumed that the GPU memory size at least
can hold the data for executing one job of the data-flow graph, thus, the worst
case is that data transfer is executed before each kernel launch, meaning no
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transfer overlapping can be achieved.

4.3 Summary

This chapter presented the system implementation, including data-flow API
and system modules. In particular, the data-flow API is used to express
program structures that is static at runtime. Furthermore, system modules
contain the data-flow engine, the scheduler, and the memory manager. The
data-flow engine is responsible for finding ready jobs in the system. After the
ready jobs are transmitted to the scheduler, the scheduler dispatches the job
to the appropriate processor based on the graph-partition policy. Additionally,
the workers and the scheduler are synchronized to access job queues through
a lock-free method. Finally, the memory manager provides the scheduler with
memory transfer services, which frees the scheduler from data dependencies.
In the next chapter, the evaluation of the proposed system will be presented.
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This chapter presents the evaluation methodology and results to verify the
effectiveness of the proposed system.

5.1 Methodology

As system throughput is the main concern of the system design, the wall clock
time including task executions and runtime overhead is measured for a given
task. Particularly, if the CPU or the GPU is waiting for any data transfer before
executing, this transfer overhead is contained in the aggregated execution
time as well. In addition, each measurement runs 100 times to calculate
the mean value. Based on the suggestions on system benchmarking [Hei],
only the measurements with less than 1% deviation are considered effective
results. Otherwise, the reason leading to the deviation should be analyzed.
The deviation in this work is calculated through the relative value of maximal
and minimal to the mean value.

For all the evaluation, the measurement case runs exclusively on a platform
with a multi-core CPU and a high-end GPU, as depicted by Table 5.1. The
runtime configuration is set before task running, which makes one thread
manage each CPU core and the GPU respectively and leaves one thread for
runtime execution.

The applications used for the evaluation contain image processing and matrix
operations, which can be expressed via the data-flow model. Additionally, a
number of micro-benchmarks are used to compose data-flow structures as
artifacts.
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platform description
CPU 1x Intel Quad-Core i7-4770, 3.40 GHz
GPU 1x GTX TITAN, 2668 cores

System bus PCI-e 3.0 16×
OS Linux 3.8.0-29-generic

CUDA version 7.0

Table 5.1: Experimental setup

5.2 Results

5.2.1 Micro-benchmarks

Similar to the measurements from Ptask [Ros+11], a number of micro-
benchmarks covering matrix multiplication, and matrix addition are used
as basic data-flow components. In order to explore various data-flow graphs,
several attributes affecting data-flow graphs are considered, i.e., data-flow
depth representing dependent tasks in a pipeline pattern, data-flow width
denoting the independent tasks which can run concurrently.

5.2.2 Scheduling

Several aspects can potentially affect the performance of data-flow scheduling.
First, the number of kernels and data dependencies determines the structural
complexity of this task, which challenges the scheduler with respect to load-
balancing and data transfers. I implemented a DAG generator to generate
the structure for test tasks. Specifically, we generated a task with a graph
structure including 38 kernels and 75 data dependencies, where all kernels
are of the same type of matrix computation which has two inputs and one
output. In addition, the performance characteristics of kernels could also
affect the scheduler behavior. As C.Gregg [GH11] highlights, the ratio of the
execution time on GPUs to the data transfer time plays an important role in
the throughput. The higher the ratio is, the more efficient the computation is.
Another factor related to performance efficiency is the ratio of the GPU–CPU
execution time with the same kind of computation.

We chose the matrices addition (MA) and multiplication (MM) as test kernels
due to the differences in their characteristics, which is shown in the following
subsection. Unlike other work that optimize each kernel on CPU-GPU platform
by dividing one node workload to sub-workload, our approach does not divide
one node workload. Rather, each node can be filled by different kernels and
one node is the scheduling unit. Specifically, the MA kernel is implemented
manually on CPU and GPU, while the MM kernel uses CUBLAS library [Nvi],
which implements BLAS in CUDA, as GPU implementation, and GNU BLAS
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Figure 5.1: Ratio of GPU’s execution time to CPU

library [Fou] as CPU implementation.
This experiment compares the eager, the data-aware (dmda) and the graph-

partition (gp) scheduling policies, with MA and MM as applications. The eager
policy exploits both the CPU and the GPU when finding either is idle. The dmda
policy schedules jobs on both processors with the earliest finished execution
time. The graph-partition policy focuses on maintaining load-balancing and
meanwhile minimizing data movements across all processors.

Figure 5.1 shows the ratio of the execution time on the CPU to the execution
time on the GPU. Each matrix is a square-matrix and the x-axis expresses the
size of each matrix side. This measurement only considers the computation
time on each processor without data transfer. It is shown that the ratio of
the MM reflects a steep curve as the input size expands, since computation
with exponential complexity can benefit from large-scale parallel cores on
GPUs. This indicates that more efficiency can be achieved by scheduling
kernels with large input size to GPUs, which is confirmed in the following
section. By comparison, the MA kernel maintains a low ratio as the input size
increases, which implies that the scheduler may hardly be affected by this kind
of computation.

Figure 5.2 displays the ratio of execution time on the GPU to the time of
data transfer across the PCI-e bus. The data transfer includes three matrix
transfers with two inputs and one output. The higher the ratio is, the more
computation time the kernel needs. The MA with the low curve indicates
that it requires the majority of the transferring data, rather than computation.
Kernels with this performance characteristic should try to avoid frequent data
transfer as much as possible. Meanwhile, the ratio decreases until the size
reaches 384 and rises before 1792, then descends again slightly. The reason
behind this rise and fall remains unclear. One possible reason could be that
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Figure 5.2: the ratio of the execution time on the GPU to the data transfer time
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Figure 5.3: Execution time for scheduling matrix addition jobs

the CUBLAS library has optimizations based on the input size.
Figure 5.3 shows the execution time of scheduling MA jobs. Their perfor-

mances are similar amongst the three scheduling policies, where execution
time raises as data size increases. However, the behavior of these policies
perform differently. Based on the runtime trace, we found that the eager
policy dispatches the most jobs to the GPU and incurs the most data transfer
times, as it tries to dispatch jobs on each idle processor without considering
the throughput and the data location. In contrast, the dmda policy offers less
data-transfer times, because it takes data movement overhead into account
for earliest finish. In this experiment, the graph-partition policy provides
the minimal data transfer times, since it takes not only the data movement
overhead but also the whole graph structure into account during partitioning.
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There are two reasons for their performance similarities. On the one hand,
dispatching this type of jobs with low computation intensity to the GPU cannot
attain significant performance benefit, lowering the importances of scheduling
policy. On the other hand, exploiting the GPU to share the workload with the
CPU incurs data transfer overhead, leading to more similar execution efficiency
on both of them. Therefore, for jobs with these characteristics, GPUs play a
similar role with CPUs instead of an accelerator, allowing the scheduler to
dispatch jobs arbitrary.

Figure 5.4 offers the performance of scheduling MM jobs. The eager policy
shows the highest execution time for all tests and the time increases steeply
as the input size increases. As it always uses each idle processor without
considering the efficiency. When some jobs are dispatched to the CPU, where
its execution time takes much longer than on the GPU, leading to throughput
sensitive with scheduling policy. Additionally, these slow executions delay
following jobs dependent on their output data. By contrast, both the dmda
policy and the graph-partition policy achieve a lower execution time, because
the dmda policy is aware of the fact that dispatching these jobs on the CPU
is not efficient based on the performance history, especially when its input
size becomes large. This awareness allows the CPU share a low percent of
workload, only in the case that this can shorten the finish time. For the graph-
partition policy, it makes the similar decision to dispatch the most workload to
the GPU for high efficiency. More specifically, based on the execution time of
MM on the CPU is extremely slower than on GPU when input size increases.
Therefore, the workload on the CPU is almost zero, and all the workload is
executed on the GPU.

This experiment shows that if there are large efficiency differences between
different processors, leaving the low-efficiency processor idle can be a better
option than using it. Both dmda and graph partition policy take this factor
into account, allowing more efficient usage of system resources. The graph-
partition and the dmda have different scheduling policies, they have the similar
throughput for the task with this performance characteristic. Because both
schedulers make the same decision that dispatches workloads to the GPU.

5.2.3 CT reconstruction

Computed tomography (CT) reconstruction is a fundamental application in
medical imaging, which generates a three-dimensional image of the inside of
the object from a large series of two-dimensional (2D) radiographic images
taken around a single axis of rotation. As shown in Figure 5.5, the CT machine
acquires a number of 2D projection images, which are used to reconstruct
the volume image for diagnosis. During the CT reconstruction processing,
the most computation-intensive step is back projection (BP), in which the
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Figure 5.4: Execution time for scheduling matrix multiplication jobs

Figure 5.5: CT reconstruction
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Figure 5.6: Dataflow diagram of the BP algorithm
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computational complexity is proportional to the three-dimensional (3D) image
size, i.e., the reconstructed volumes.

The BP is computationally intensive and suitable for execution on GPUs,
as each voxel of a volume can be computed independently. GPU-based BP
generally contains: 1) copying the acquired projection images from host to
GPU, 2) launching BP kernels on GPU, and 3) copying the resulting volume
from the GPU to host. If the volume size exceeds the GPU memory size,
programmers need to manually divide the volume into several partitions and
loop over the process for each partition. Complexity increases when using
overlapping techniques to hide data transfer times. Further, a programmer
needs to be familiar with programming and hardware details, such as pinned-
memory, streams and buffer management; all these operations could be tedious
and error-prone.

The model in Figure 5.6 shows the main types of data for BP, i.e., the
projection images and the volume. Each projection image is used to process
the BP, updating all voxels in the volume. The processing of one voxel is
independent from other voxels, but all processes share the same volume data.
For the GPU implementation each projection image is transferred from the
CPU to the GPU before launching each processing kernel. The resulting volume
data is kept on the GPU until the processing is finished and is then downloaded
to the host memory.

Another input to the algorithm are projection matrices used to link the
physical voxel location to the individual projection image location. As they
require only little memory and are read-only, I omit them in the library and
copy them directly to the constant GPU memory prior to the execution of the
BP.

The BP algorithm reads 2D projection images and updates voxels in the
3D volumes, including potential parallelizing opportunities. To simplify de-
scription, each image read and the corresponding volume update is named
as one job. Thus, the final volume is constructed when all jobs have been
processed. The parallel opportunities exist between jobs and in one job. First,
as each job depends on one image, but updates a shared volume, each job can
be run in parallel when multiple volume-copies exist. However, this parallel
execution incurs an extra step to combine different volume copies after all jobs
have been done [OIH10]. Second, within one job, each voxel computation
involves reading pixels from the image and calculating the voxel value based
on a coordinate matrix, which clearly shows the independent computation
between pixels [Sch+07]. These two parallel opportunities can be exploited
via multiple processors and SIMD instructions in one processor.

As input, the programmer needs to describe data attributes such as data
address, data size, whether partitioning is allowed, and the partition unit size
if allowed. Additionally, dependencies between data and kernels should be
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provided by the programmer, i.e., whether this data is shared by a number of
kernels or only owned by single kernel. For BP algorithms, we declare that the
volume is shared by all kernels, and each projection batch is owned by each
kernel.

As this algorithm can be executed parallel, its execution time have been
reduced from dozens of hours on a multi-core CPU to several seconds on a
GPU for 512 volume size [Roh+09]. Due to its significant performance gap
between CPUs and GPUs, this experiment only exploits the GPU to compute BP.
When the generated data size is commonly larger than GPU memory, however,
its memory management is often tedious and not efficient [Wu+16]. Using
the data-flow model, all memory management is conducted by the runtime.
In this experiment, I compare the BP in a data-flow model and in a manual
implementation to illustrate the benefit of data-flow.

In order to provide overlapping ability, there are several techniques which
should be considered. First, double buffering is commonly used on the GPU,
so that when one buffer is used for data transfer, the other can be used for
kernel executing [ZK13]. We create double buffers for the projection images
and the volume respectively. As CUDA provides texture memory type for fast
2D texture interpolation and caching, we bind each projection buffer to one
texture reference to use this feature. Note that in case of a volume partitioning,
each partition is further divided into two sub-volumes stored in the double
buffers. Hence, the partitioning is responsible for a possibly limited GPU
memory, whereas, the double buffers are used to overlap memory transfer
times. Second, we bind each stream of CUDA with each buffer to synchronize
operations for each buffer, i.e., upload a projection before launching the
kernel to process this projection. Third, we use CUDA events to synchronize
operations across streams, e.g., downloading a partition’s sub-volume after all
kernels for this sub-volume have finished.

First we assume that the GPU memory is large enough to hold the volume
and projection data at once. Then we measure the time needed for the BP
for volume sizes with a side length of 256, 512, 768 and 1024. Further,
we compare results of the proposed library with and without partitioning
of the volume data. Additionally we computed the theoretically optimal
performance assuming that all memory transfers can be overlapped with the
kernel executions.

To analyze the performance in case of limited GPU memory, we used a
fixed volume size of 1024. Then different amounts of maximal available
GPU memory are simulated. Our library ensures a partitioning such that the
available GPU memory can at least hold one partition of the volume.
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Figure 5.7: Performance comparison between a theoretically optimal method, our
library and a version without overlapping.

Table 5.2: Performance comparison for a fixed volume size of 1024. The maximum
available GPU memory has been virtually limited to the values shown in
the top row.

GPU memory size (MiB) 4096 2048 1024 512 256
No. of partitions 1 2 4 8 16
Performance (s) 14.69 14.75 14.77 14.83 14.93

5.2.3.1 CT results

To test the performance of our library we used the publicly available RabbitCT
benchmark [Roh+09]. RabbitCT allows a comparison of the BP execution
time on real data acquired from a Cone-Beam C-arm CT system. The data
consists of 496 projections of size 1248× 960 and an isotropic detector pixel
size of 0.308 mm.

Figure 5.7 shows the performance of three different memory management
methods. For all volume sizes, partitioning of the volume reduces the execu-
tion time compared to the method without data partitioning. However, with
increasing data size the kernel execution times dominate the overall perfor-
mance, hence the relative improvement from overlapping memory transfers is
limited. Overall the library’s performance lies between a version without over-
lapping and the optimal method. The library performs close to the theoretical
optimum for a volume size of 256, yet, the gap increases for larger volume
sizes.

In Table 5.2 we show the performance in case the volume is too large to be
placed on the GPU entirely. We simulate this situation by limiting the available
GPU memory usage and use a fixed volume size of 1024. The number of
partitions is automatically determined by the library and given in the third
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column. The execution time increases only slightly as the available GPU
memory decreases by a factor of two, although the total amount of transferred
data increases substantially due to extra projections transfer. Note that we
ignored the size of the projection images when simulating the maximum
available GPU memory. That means in a real scenario the GPU memory would
have to be slightly larger, i.e., at least ≈ 10 MiB in our case.

5.2.3.2 CT discussion

Using data-flow methods can ease memory management for BP in CT recon-
struction. When the data size is too large to place it on the GPU entirely,
the library automatically partitions the volumes such that the available GPU
memory is sufficient for at least one volume partition.

In the application of BP, memory transfers include the streaming of projec-
tion images from host to device, but also copying the resulting volume data
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back to the host. As this type of memory transfers cannot be avoided we use
overlapping techniques that allow kernel executions and memory transfers
at the same time. We show that the overlapping of our library can reduce
the execution time by ≈ 38% for a volume size of 256 and by ≈ 10% for the
common volume size of 512, compared to a version without overlapping.

Similar to the method propose by Zinsser et al. [ZK13], we further divide
each partition’s volume into sub-volumes as Figure 5.9, i.e., two distinct
GPU memory buffers. Compared to the methods without volume partition as
Figure 5.8, this method allows simultaneous transfer of projection images and
finished sub-volume regions during the BP’s execution. However, we observe
two memory transfers that cannot be overlapped. This is the case for the first
transfer of projection images, as the execution cannot start without this data,
but also for the last sub-volume readout as the execution has already finished.

In case of multiple volume partitions, due to limited GPU memory, the
transition between two partitions P1 and P2 can overlap sub-volume readouts
from P1 while the execution for sub-volumes of P2, yet, overlapping the first
transfer of projection images for each partition is not straightforward and
currently not supported. This explains the slightly increasing execution time
with decreasing GPU memory size in Table 5.2. A solution to this limitation is
part of future work.

The BP kernel we use achieved 1.8 seconds for a volume size of 512. Al-
though, algorithms with higher performance exist in the RabbitCT ranking1,
they use different techniques which may not apply for our platform. For
example, Zinsser et al. [ZK13] use a GTX-680 GPU and claim the bottleneck of
their kernel is texture fillrate, while our GPU has processing cores with lower
frequency but a higher texture fillrate. An further optimization for the kernel
will be part of future work.

In conclusion, the proposed library is able to reduce the amount of necessary
code lines, in our example by ≈ 63%. This library not only significantly eases
GPU memory management, but also achieves better performance. Using the
library the programmer does not need to care about GPU memory restrictions
and can even expect a performance gain due to the implemented overlapping
of memory transfers. Although this experiment only uses data-flow model
to manage memory, it is possible to use data-flow model for partitioning
reconstruction workload to a multi-GPU platform.

5.3 Summary

This chapter evaluated this system with a number of benchmarks. First, a data-
flow program with different computation nodes was executed on the system.

1https://www5.cs.fau.de/research/projects/rabbitct/
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By this program, the queue-based scheduler and graph-based scheduler were
compared. Second, the CT image reconstruction program was evaluated in
this system to verify the memory management approach. The next chapter
will provide summary and conclude this thesis.
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Conclusions

6.1 Summary and Conclusions

In this thesis, I propose mapping data-flow programming models to heteroge-
neous CPU-GPU systems. In particular, a static data-flow model is implemented
for the platform in which the CPU and the GPU have discrete memory space.
To map the data-flow model to the hardware efficiently, two crucial aspects
should be taken into account, the policy of dispatching workload to processors
and the efficiency of memory management.

For the first aspect, previous work focuses on using queue-based scheduler
policy, which is a greedy policy based on the program state at scheduling time.
Alternatively, the graph-based approach based on a global program structure,
which has been used to distributed system to minimize data communication
between computation nodes, needs to be explored in CPU-GPU systems.

For the second aspect, the data-flow system should take the responsibilities
of managing data on CPU and GPU memory space and transferring between
the processors.

Research Questions The questions conducted in this work are shown follow-
ing:

1. Which data-flow model can be mapped on CPU-GPU systems? What
data-flow model features can be used to improve system efficiency?

2. To schedule workload to the CPU and the GPU, can the graph-based
approach outperform the queue-based approach? Which kind of applica-
tions can benefit from the graph-based approach?
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3. The hardware complexity includes that the CPU and the GPU has discrete
memory space and the GPU memory is limited. How to enable the
data-flow system to manage memory efficiently in such system?

Summary The data-flow programming model can ease the programming
effort. The system is able to mapping workload to the heterogeneous CPU-GPU
system to improve system throughput. Particularly, the graph-based partition
policy can minimize the data transfer overhead and improve throughput.
The memory management based on the static data-flow feature can improve
programming productivity and manage memory efficiently.

6.2 Contributions

This work maps data-flow programming models to CPU-GPU systems. This
mapping contains the following contributions:

1. A static data-flow interface that the program structure cannot be modified
is proposed and implemented. With such interface, the program can
be expressed with nodes and arcs without having to consider hardware
complexity.

2. A graph-based scheduling based on static data-flow model is imple-
mented. This scheduling takes load-balancing and data movement over-
head into account, and finds the workload partition to minimize the
transfer overhead.

3. Comparisons of the proposed graph-based policy and other queue-based
policies for several applications are evaluated. The graph-based policy
shows that the transfer overhead is reduced.

4. A memory management for static data-flow is implemented. Particularly,
this memory manager use a batch memory allocation and deallocation
to alleviate memory management overhead. In addition, combined with
the static data-flow feature, the asynchronous memory transfer is used
to overlapping computation and transfer. Furthermore, the memory
manager is able to handle excessive memory requests by using a buffer
cache methods.

6.3 Future Work

Mapping data-flow models to heterogeneous CPU-GPU systems is an active
research topic. This work maps a static data-flow model to such systems, which
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includes research topics of programming model, scheduling, and memory
management. Other future work can include mapping data-flow models to
other platforms and new hardware, adjusting the data-flow granularities, and
improving system resource efficiency. Specifically,

1. Apart from one CPU and one GPU systems, multi-GPU platforms have
been used to improve system throughput. To support multi-GPU plat-
form, the overhead of data movement between GPUs is needed to take
into account. The graph-partition methods can potentially be used for
this setting. In addition to GPU processors, recent Xeon Phi processors
offer more parallelism than multi-core CPUs. However, this processor is
connected with CPU via a system bus, similar to the case of CPU-GPU
system. Thus, efficient data movement is required for such platforms.

2. For irregular workload, using the GPU on-board resources, such as SMs,
plays an important role for high throughput. To support scheduling on
different SMs, the data-flow model granularity should be minimized,
such as a thread block instead of a GPU kernel. Whether minimizing the
granularity can improve performance needs to be explored.

3. To eliminate memory transfer overhead, mapping data-flow models to
the integrated platform that the CPU and the GPU share memory space is
promising. As the data movement overhead is removed, how to efficiently
use the heterogeneous processors is the main problem. Moreover, for the
platforms equipped with multi-core CPUs, integrated GPUs, and discrete
GPUs, how to take advantage of such heterogeneity is a challenge.
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